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ABSTRACT

Carlos Chavez and Silvestre Revue It as are two of the most 
significant Mexican composers of the 20th century. Born the same year 
(1899), they grew up in close proximity, worked together on a number of 
occasions, and were both influenced by the wave of nationalism that 
followed the Mexican revolution. Though known primarily for their 

instrumental works, they both wrote solo songs.
Discussion of selected songs by Chavez and RevueItas consists of 

a textual and stylistic analysis of each song. Those songs by Chavez 
included in this paper are: nSegador,M "Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus
ojos," "Nocturna rosa," "La casada infiel," "Todo," "North Carolina 
Blues," and "Rarely." Those by RevueItas are: "El tecolote," "Ranas,"
"Duo para pato y canario," "Amiga que te vas," "Caminando," "Canto de 

una muchacha negra," "Caballito," "Las cinco boras," "Caneion tonta," 
"Caneion de cuna," and "El lagarto."

/Four appendices include a thematic index of solo songs of Chavez 
and Revueltas, Chavez's opera The Visitors, a list of Chavez's works in 
manuscript on deposit with the New York Public Library, and a glossary 
of Spanish terms.

x



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of Study
Carlos Chavez and Silvestre Revue It as are two of the most 

important Mexican composers of this century. They were both born in 
1899? grew up near each other, and worked together on several occasions. 
While both Chavez and RevueItas composed in the Western European 
tradition, they included Mexican nationalistic elements in their works. 
They are known primarily for their instrumental music, which has been 
frequently performed and which has been discussed— albeit cursorily— in 
articles and texts dealing with Latin American music. Both composers 
also wrote solo songs which do not always appear in bibliographies; in 
addition, most of these songs are either unpublished or out of print. 
This repertoire, though overshadowed by the composers' instrumental 
works, represents some of the most beautiful musical ideas in their 
respective outputs, and is unfamiliar to most singers.

Limitations of Study
This thesis is limited to songs with piano accompaniment— it only 

incidentally treats instrumental music. It is also limited to the

materials available.



Sources
Permission was received from Ana Chavez, the composer’s daughter, 

to study the manuscript songs in the New York Public Library« The 
Chavez collection was established by the New York Public Library 
(hereafter referred to as NYPL) in 1979, upon receipt of Chavez’s 
scores.^

The Library of Congress contains a manuscript of The Visitors, 
Chavez’s only opera, ̂  and three of his songs. One of the Revue It as 
songs is there, also in manuscript. Photocopies and tapes of selected 
works were supplied by the Latin American music collection at Indiana 

University.
In addition, manuscripts and printed materials were obtained from 

the University of Arizona Library, G. Schirmer, Inc., Boosey and Hawkes 
Ltd., and Peer-Southern Organization (which also distributes for 

Ediciones musicas mexicanas).

Manner of Procedure
Chapter two presents a biographical sketch of each composer with 

a cursory discussion of their instrumental works. Chapters three and 1

1. Chavez had originally intended his scores to be donated to 
the NYPL, but left them them in his will to his daughter Ana. She sent 
the scores to the library several months after his death in 1978, but 
requested that the collection be purchased. The NYPL has been unable to 
purchase the entire collection due to legal and fiscal restrictions, and 
at this writing the library is holding the entire collection, but 
actually owns only part of it. Since the collection is as yet 
uncatalogued, ownership of specific scores is undetermined. For a 
complete listing of manuscripts in the Chavez collection, see 
Appendix C.

2 . See Appendix B for a discussion of The Visitors.
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four are textual and stylistic analyses of selected songs of Chavez and 
Revueltas•

There are four appendices: A« Index of the solo songs of Chavez 

and Revueltas with incipits; Be A discussion of Chavez's opera 
The Visitors; Co A list of works in manuscript in the Chavez, 
collection deposited with the New York Public Library; Do A glossary 
of Spanish terms used in this study. The appendices are followed by a 
discography and a selected bibliography.

Since recordings of these songs are not readily available, I have 

prepared a tape of the songs included in this thesis, Unless otherwise 
indicated, all translations of poetry and other source material are my

own.



CHAPTER 2

BIOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF CHAVEZ AND REVUELTAS AND THEIR INTERRELATIONSHIP

Mexico in 1910^
Mexico seemed prosperous in 1910* Mexican currency was stable; 

agriculture, oil, mining, and railroads were lucrative- But President 
Porfirio Diaz maintained a cruel facade— the disparity between the few 

extremely wealthy and the hopelessly poor and illiterate masses was 
equivalent to the situation 100 years earlier under Spanish rule- As in 
the medieval feudal system, Indian agricultural workers were tied to 
huge estates- Important government and church positions were still held 
by Mexicans of predominantly Spanish rather than Indian descent. Native 
Mexican Indians were at the bottom of the social caste system- The arts 

reflected this pro-European (and anti-Indian) attitude.
Despite the ostensibly democratic Mexican constitution, the 

government was a dictatorship- Owners of property supported the 
dictatorship because it guaranteed peace. In maintaining the status 
quo, no attempt was made to educate the poor (who constituted 95% of the 

population), and the Diaz regime (1876-1911) continued in power by 1

1- The principal sources for material on the Mexican Revolution 
includes Michael C. Meyer and William L- Sherman, The Course of Mexican 
History (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979); Robert E- Quirk, An 
Affair of Honors Woodrow Wilson and the Occupation of Veracruz (New 
York: W-W- Norton, 1967); Robert E- Quirk, The Mexican Revolution 1914- 
1915 (New York: W-W- Norton, 1970); Jesus Silva Herzog, Breve historia 
de la Revolucion mexicana, 2nd ed., 2 vols. (Mexico: Fondo de Culture 
Economica, 1962).

4
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illegal elections and nepotism* In the 1910 presidential election, 
Francisco Madero, a democratic idealist from the state of Coahuila, was 
the opposition leader* Diaz jailed Madero until after the balloting was 
concluded, with the result that Diaz was chosen for another six years, 
Madero fled to the United States and several months later published his 
Plan de San Luis-Potosi, denouncing Diaz and claiming the presidency 

hims elf.
Revolution spread throughout Mexico immediately; men like 

Francisco (Pancho) Villa and Emiliano Zapata militated in response, and 
Diaz went into exile in Europe, Thus began an upheaval which marked the 
beginning of a new era in Mexican history.

That year, 1910, two ten-year-old boys, Carlos Chavez and 
Silvestre Revueltas, both poor members of the lower class, were living 
within a few miles of each other. One studied piano and the other 

violin. They were to grow up in the shadow of the revolution, imbued 
with a new attitude toward Mexican nationalism. They would attempt to 

reflect their Mexican heritage in their music,

Carlos Chavez^
Carlos Antonio de Padua Chavez y Ramirez was born 13 June 1899 in 

the village of Popotla in Mexico City, one of seven children in a 2 3

2, Published in October, 1910, the plan takes its name from San 
Luis Potosi, a Mexican state and its capital city,

3, The principal sources from which the biographical material on 
Chavez is drawn include: Gloria Carmona, ed«, Homenaje Nacional a Carlos 
Chavez (Mexico: Institute Nacional de Bellas Artes, 1978); Or in Lincoln 
Igou, Contemporary Symphonic Activity in Mexico With Special Regard to
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mestizo family., He studied music with his older brother Manuel and, for 
a short time, with the composer Manuel Me Ponceo Ponce, as a pianist, 

had little influence on Chavez; his interest in Mexican nationalism, 
however, had a significant effect on his young studento Despite the 
brief period with Ponce, a few years with Pedro Luis Ogazon, and one 
year with Juan B, Puentes, Chavez was largely self-taught— disciplining 
himself to study scores of Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, and Debussy, as 
well as Indian and mestizo music of Mexico.

From the time he was five, Chavez made frequent visits to 
Tlaxcala where he was exposed to Indian music. As his interest grew, he 

made subsequent visits to other areas where indigenous music was still 
present— Puebla, Veracruz, Jalisco, Nayarit, Michoacan, Guanajuato, and 
Oaxaca. His first compositions were written at age nine.

In 1921, Chavez gave the first public concert of his own 
compositions, and in this same year he was commissioned by the Secretary 
of Public Education to compose music for a ballet based on an Aztec 

theme. This was El fuego nuevo (subtitled Ballet Azteca), based on the 
Aztec ceremony of the new fire, symbol of continuing existence. It was

Carlos Chavez and Silvestre Revueltas (Evanston: University of Illinois, 
1946); Dan Malstrom, Introduction to 20th-Century Mexican Music 
(Uppsala: Uppsala University, 1975); Oscar Mayer-Serra, Panorama de la 
Musica Mexicana (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1941); Roberto
Garcia Morillo, Carlos Chavez, vida y obra (Buenos Aires: Fondo de 
Cultura Economica, I960); New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 
1980 ed., s.v. "Chavez, Carlos," by Gilbert Chase; Nicolas Slonimsky, 
Music in Latin America (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1945); Robert 
Stevenson, Music in the Aztec and Inca Territory (Berkeley & Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1968).
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this work that marked the beginning of a new style which broke away from 
European influences and reflected Chavez’s interest in indigenous music. 
In discussing El fuego nuevo, Chavez said:

From the time I was nine or ten, Ponce had instilled in 
me the idea of ’’Mexican music” based on the Mexican song of 
Spanish or Italian origin; but Indian music was another world, I 
realized then how close we were to it, even without knowing it; 
how great its presence was in everything, in the perceptible and 
the tangible and even in music, that that was what I heard and 
what impressed me from the time I was six. Suddenly, and without 
previously having written anything similar, I wrote El fuego 
nueyo, as a result of subconscious and natural influences.

It’s clear El fuego nuevo is an adolescent work, I was 
21, it couldn’t be anything else; but one notices a point of 
departure which manifests for the first time those influences 
that were in the depths of my subconscious, I remember that I 
didn’t want to do ’’arrangements,” I didn’t look for ’’Indian 
melodies”; everything in this work is original; the expression, I 
thought, would give the music its spirit, El fuego nuevo was an 
abrupt and inspired departure from anything I had done before,^

The ballet is orchestrated for an ensemble of 150, including 
primitive instruments such as ocarinas, clay bells, huehuetl, maracas, 
and^teponaztli. The first performance, with Chavez conducting, featured 
costumes and sets reflecting Aztec art.

In September of the following year, Chavez married Otilia Ortiz; 
in December of 1923, he made his first visit to the United States; and 
in 1924, between El fuego nuevo and Los cuatro soles (1925), Chavez 

wrote a short three-movement Sonatina for violin and piano, based on 
Indian songs and dances, 4 5

4, Morillo, pp, 21-22
5, For a comparison with Revue 11as’s Tres piezas para violin y 

piano see p, 16,
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In an effort to expose Mexicans to contemporary music, he 
directed a series of concerts titled "Nueva musica11 (1926). The 
concerts included works by Stravinsky, Schoenberg, de Falla, Debussy, 
Satie, Bartok, Milhaud, Poulenc, Auric, Varese, and Revueltas. Prior to 
1926, these works had been heard infrequently in Mexico. The concerts 
were not very successful, and Chavez left Mexico for New York City, 
quitting his job as theater organist in the Teatro Olimpia. The period 
from 1926 to 1928 also marks the beginning of his relationship with 

Aaron Copland, Edgard Varese, and the music critic Paul Rosenfeld. When 
the International Composers' Guild of New York included several of his 
works in its programs, Chavez received-international recognition.

Meanwhile, the Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico (hereafter 
referred to as OSM) had suffered a conflict between the "clasicos" and 
the "jazzistas." In the Fall of 1928, hoping that Chavez could 
alleviate the situation, the Syndicate of Musicians offered him the 

directorship. He accepted, at twenty-nine, and asked Revueltas, six 
months his junior, to be his assistant. It was under Chavez, during the 
next twenty years, that the OSM became one of the most important 

orchestras in Latin America.
That year he was also appointed Director of the National 

Conservatory, a position which he held until 1934. In 1931, Chavez 
taught a course in composition there; several of his students were to 
become important Mexican composers, among them Silvestre Revueltas/* 6 *

6. Other students in this class included Vincente Mendoza,
Candelario Ruizar, Daniel Castaneda, Francisco Confreres, Bias Galindo, 
Jose Pablo Moncayo, and Daniel Ayala.
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Chavez also instituted a research project of Indian music and
instruments which resulted in a collection of pre-Cortesian instruments
and the book Instrumentos de percusion by two of his students, Daniel
Castaneda and Vincente Mendozao ̂

Chavez visited the United States in 1932* The first major

performance of his ballet H* P* was conducted by Leopold Stokowski* In
that same year, Chavez was commissioned to write music for Sophocles’s
tragedy Antigone* His first symphony, Sinfonia de Antrgona, in one
movement shows a departure from the early ballets *

The Symphony of Antigone is a piece of music suggested by the 
Greek tragedy* It is a symphony, not a symphonic poem* That is, 
it is not subject to a program* Antigone, her self-confidence, 
defiance, heroism, and martyrdom, are expressed by the music as a 
whole, not successively. * * * The most elementary musical 
elements serve for this music, which could not be grandiloquent.
Bare and elemental, it could only be expressed by laconic 
strength, just as what is primitive is reduced to its elements 
because it it primitive.®

Chavez’s next phase produced a series of works with themes of the 

Mexican revolution* These include Tierra Mojada (1932)— for chorus, 
oboe, and English horn, El Sol (1934)— a Mexican corrido for chorus and 
orchestra, Llamadas (1934)— a "Proletariat Symphony for chorus and 

Orchestra on ballads of the Mexican Revolution,” Obertura Republicana 
(1935), and culminating in his Sinfonia India (1935), which was composed 

for a concert to be broadcast in New York City in January of 1936.

7* Daniel Castaneda and Vincente Mendoza, Instrumentos de 
percusion (Mexico: Publicaciones del Museo Nacional, 1933)* 8

8. Carlos Chavez, quoted in Boston Symphony Program Notes, 10 
April 1936, p. 984*
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William S, Paley, president of the Columbia Broadcasting System, invited 
Chavez to conduct the program.

As with Sinfonia de Antigona, Sinfonia India (Symphony no, 2) is 
only one movement. It is one of the few works in which the composer 

quotes literal Indian melodies; here one finds themes of the Seris, 
Yaquis, and Huicholes Nayaritas. Like El fuego nuevo, Sinfonia de 
Antigona is scored for pre-Cortesian instruments, and is characterized 
by driving rhythms, hemiola, and ostinato figures.

On 11 February 1937, Chavez made his debut as conductor with the 
New York Philharmonic. Olin Downes wrote "So far as euphony and 
technical finish are concerned, the orchestra surpassed any accomplish
ment since the days of Toscanini."^

During the next seven years he appeared as guest conductor of the 

NBC orchestra of New York, the St. Louis Symphony, the National Symphony 
in Washington D. C., and the San Francisco Symphony. In May of 1940 he 
prepared the programs of Mexican music for the exposition of Mexican art 
in the Museum of Modern Art in New York. His Tres poemas para voz y 
piano were also written that year. Dmitri Mitropoulos conducted the New 
York premiere of Chavez's Piano Concerto in 1942, with Eugene List as 
soloist. The work had been commissioned by the Guggenheim Foundation in 

1938. Toward the end of 1942, Chavez wrote a piece titled Toccata para 
instrumentos de percusion on the suggestion of John Cage, who was then 

director of a percussion ensemble in Chicago.

9. Olin Downes, "Mexican Maestro," Newsweek, 29 June 1939,
p. 32.
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Returning to Mexico, Chavez became director of the Institute 

Nacional de Bellas Artes y Literature (INBA), a government bureau in 
charge of all artistic activity in Mexico. In conjunction with Jesus 
Bal y Gay, Bias Galindo, Jose Pablo Moncayo, Adolfo Salazar, Luis Sandi, 
and Rodolfo Halffter (who later compiled a catalogue of Chavez's works), 
he founded Nuestra musica, which published a periodical of the same name 
and from which developed the publishing company Ediciones mexicanas de 

musica.
During these years, however, protests from those musicians within 

Mexico who perceived Chavez as a "musical dictator" forced him to retire 
from the directorship of the OSM. Nevertheless, he maintained his 

position as one of Mexico's musical leaders.
His Sinfonia No. 3, Sinfonia No. 4 (Sinfonia Romantica), Sinfonia 

No. 5 for strings (commissioned by the Kousseviztky Foundation), and his 
opera The Visitors were all written between 1951 and 1953.

In 1958 he taught composition as a visiting professor at the 
University of Buffalo (now State University of New York at Buffalo), and 

during the academic year 1958-59 he held the Charles Eliot Norton chair 
of Poetics at Harvard. His series of lectures on musical aesthetics was 
published in 1961 as Musical Thought. A f t e r  leaving the directorship 

of the OSM, he appeared as guest conductor of major orchestras in the 

United States, Europe, Central and South America, as well as in his own 
country. In 1966 he taught composition at the University of California, 
and from 1972-77 he gave seminars at universities throughout the world.

10. Carlos Chavez, Musical Thought (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1961).
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He received the international Koussevitsky award in 1968 for the 
recording of his symphonies with the OSM (Columbia Records)»

In 1978, he directed two concerts with the Syracuse Symphony and 
on 9 May he participated in the Interamerican Music Festival at the 
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. Chavez died in Mexico City on 
8 August 1978 at the age of seventy-nine.

1 1Silvestre Revueltas

Silvestre Revueltas was born six months after Chavez, on 31 
December 1899, in Santiago Papasquiaro in the state of Durango. There 
he began studying violin at the age of seven. Unlike Chavez, he studied 
formally for thirteen years. From age nine to twelve he studied violin 
at the Institute Juarez de Durango. At twelve he went to Mexico City to 
study violin with Jose Rocabruna and composition with Rafael Tello. He 
had a small pension and earned "money from odd jobs playing the violin, 

but he remained very poor. He saved enough money for a trip to the 
United States and for tuition at St. Edward's College in Austin, Texas. 

Here Revueltas studied for two years before transferring to Chicago 
Musical College, where he studied violin with Sametini and composition 
with Felix Borowski.

11. The principal sources from which the bibliographic material 
on Revueltas is drawn includes Guillermo Contreras, Silvestre 
Revueltas, genio atormentado (Mexico: Manuel Casas, 1954); Or in Lincoln 
Igou, Contemporary Symphonic Activity in Mexico with Special Regard to 
Carlos Chavez and Silvestre Revueltas (Evanston: University of Illinois, 
1946); Dan Malstrom, Introduction to 20th-Century Mexican Music 
(Uppsala: Uppsala University, 1975); Oscar Mayer-Serra, Panorama de la 
musica mexicana (Mexico: Fondo de Culture Economica, 1941); Oscar Mayer- 
Serra, "Silvestre Revueltas and Musical Nationalism in Mexico," Musical 
Quarterly XXVII (April 1941): 123-45; Roberto Lopez Moreno, ed., 
Silvestre Revueltas: testimonies del fondo (Mexico: Fondo de Culture
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Contreras implied that RevueItas was undisciplined and a

difficult studentRevueltas himself wrote:
I began studying on ranches, then in Mexico City and Chicago, but 
I never learned much* Maybe the fault was with my teachers and 
maybe not. But later I encountered better teachers among the 
people and in the country of Mexico.

In 1920 he returned to Mexico City, where he gave his first 

violin recitals. Two years later he enrolled again at Chicago Musical 
College to complete his violin studies, this time with Vaslav Kochansky 
and Otokar Sevcik. There he married a woman ten years his senior—  

Carmen The relationship was short-lived however; he left her a few
months later and they were legally separated in 1925.

In 1926 Chavez proposed the series of recitals of modern music 
titled f!Nueva musica." Having completed his studies in Chicago, 

Revueltas gave several violin recitals in Mexico City, with Chavez 
accompanying him on the piano. During the next two years Revueltas 
directed theater orchestras in San Antonio, Texas, and Mobile, Alabama. 
In San Antonio he married again— Aurora S., with children from a 

previous marriage.
In 1928, at Chavez's request, he became assistant director of the 

OSM, a position he held until 1935.

Economica, 1975); New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1980 ed., 
s.Vo "Revueltas, Silvestre," by Robert Stevenson; Nicolas Slonimsky, 
Music in Latin America (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1945); Robert 
Stevenson, Music in the Aztec and Inca Territory (Berkeley & Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1968).

12. Contreras, p. 35.
13. Ibid., pp. 52-53
14. Contreras is the only source which discusses Revue11as's
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RevueItas*s first two major works, written for small orchestra, 

made little attempt to be "Indian,"^ Instead, he used popular 
melodies, imitated mariachi groups and even street cries, as in the 

opening of Esquinas (1930). Corrido melodies, parallel thirds, and 
syncopated rhythms abound in both pieces. In these early works, too, 
can be seen his predeliction for poly rhythm and polytonality. His sense 
of humor is illustrated in the second movement of Esquinas: the opening
bars imitate a mariachi band improvising.

In addition to his position at the OSM, he was offered a 

professorship of violin and chamber music at the Conservatorio Nacional 
de ..Musica. During his first year at the conservatory, he married one of 
the students there. By Angela, his third wife, Revueltas had three 
children— Natalia, born in 1932, Eugenia in 1933, and Alejandra in 1934. 
Of the three, Eugenia is the only daughter still living, Natalia and 
Alejandra having died in early childhood.

In 1931, while teaching at the Conservatorio, Revueltas also 

studied composition there with Chavez. In an article which appeared in 
Modern Music Chavez stated, "Silvestre Revueltas began to compose in 
1931; his first expressions were facilitated by his sympathy with the

first two marriages; I could find no reference to their surnames, nor to 
a divorce from his second wife. Malstrom mentions that Revueltas was 
married three times, but his information is probably based on 
Contreras's book.

15. Occasionally Revueltas does use the pentatonic scale— often 
associated with Indian music— as in the opening of Cuauhnahuac (1930).
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aims of the composition classo11̂  Chavez apparently didn't take into 

consideration Revue11as's two symphonic poems Cuauhnahuac and Esquinas, 
written before 1931. The bulk of Revueltas's works, however, was 

composed between 1931, when he wrote his first three songs, and 1940, 
when he died.

Although RevueItas soon developed his own style, he was impressed 

with Chavez. He recognized "the new paths that Chavez's orientation 
towards an indigenous and modern style had pointed out."^ Revue It as 
described Chavez's music as having ". . .a resolute expressiveness in 

the melodic lines, in which there is concentrated and profound emotion. 
Exaggerated sentimentality, so close to the flacid hearts of 

aristocratic music-lovers, is found imperiously absent in this music, 
chiselled in stone.

In 1932, eight years after Chavez wrote his three-movement 

Sonatina for violin and piano, and one year after taking Chavez's 

composition course, RevueItas composed Tree piezas para violin y piano, 

also based on Indian themes.
The following is a diagram comparing titles:

16. Carlos Chavez, "Revolt in Mexico," Modern Music XIII (1936), 
35-40. See p. 8.

17. Isabel Aretz, ed. America Latina en su musica (Mexico: Siglo 
21 editores, 1977), p. 190.

18. Contreras, p. 75.
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Chavez RevueItas
Sonatina Tres piezas para violin y piano

Mvt. 1 1. Allegro
lyrical violin melody playful corrido melody in violin with
ostinato piano accompaniment
slow tempo
static
two against three 
ending does not resolve

melody occasionally in piano 
ostinato piano accompaniment 
quick tempo
thin texture for a few bars at midway 
point 

pizzicato
frenetic ending with driving rhythms

Mvt. 2 2. Lentamente

corrido melody, with violin 
less soloistic than Mvt. 1 

ostinato piano accompaniment 
quick tempo
thin texture for a few bars 
at midway point 

pizzicato
frenetic ending with driving 
rhythms

lyrical violin melody
ostinato piano accompaniment 
slow tempo
no development, but melodic 

interest
two against three

Mvt. 3 3. Allegro

(non-literal recap of Mvt» 1) (non-literal recap of first piece)

lyrical violin melody playful corrido melody in violin 
with melody occasionally in piano

ostinato piano accompaniment
slow tempo
static
two against three 
ending does not resolve

ostinato piano accompaniment 
quick tempo
thin texture for a few bars at midway 
point 

pizzicato
frenetic ending with driving rhythms

Fig. 1. Comparison of Sonatina and Tres piezas para violin y
piano.
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That Revue It as used Chavez’s Sonatina as a model is apparent, the 
obvious difference being Chavez’s slow-fast-slow to Revueltas’s fast- 
slow-fast movement scheme and that instead of three movements, Revueltas 
conceived his version as three connected but separate pieces. Although 
Revueltas used very similar elements, his composition is more 
innovative. He varies the tempi within the movements, exploits the 
extreme ranges of the instruments, and experiments with unusual sound, 
such as the use of harmonics in the slow section.

It was after the break with the OSM that Revueltas wrote his more 
mature compositions— Homenaje a Garcia Lorca (1935-36) and Sensemaya* 
(1938), his two most important instrumental compositions. By this time, 
Revueltas had developed his own style, and in fact may have even 
influenced Chavez in turn. One difference between the two composers’ 
expressions of Mexican nationalism is that Chavez preferred the pre- 
Columbian, Indian element while Revueltas used popular Mexican folk 
tunes. However, even in Revueltas’s last orchestral work, Sensemaya, 
the unifying formal element is the rhythm of the Mayan word Sensemaya".

’’Dos canciones” (1937), ’’Canto a una muchacha negra” (1938), and 
Siete canciones de Garcia Lorca (1938) also belong to this last period. 
When he left the OSM, Revueltas took over the leadership of another 
orchestra which had collapsed by the time he left for Europe in 1937.

While Chavez’s ’’revolutionary” stage brought forth themes of the 
Mexican revolution, Revueltas, only two to three years later, focussed 

his energies on anti-fascism in Spain. He was enraged especially by the 
asassination of the Spanish poet and playwright, Garcia Lorca (1899- 

1936). To honor the poet, Revueltas set seven of Lorca’s poems to music
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in the song cycle Siete canciones de Garcia Lorca. He also dedicated 
another important work to him titled Homenaje a Garcia Lorca. To 

protest Franco’s fascism and Lorca’s asassination, a group of Mexican 
writers and artists attended the II Congreso de Escritores Antifascistas 
in Spain* Revue It as was a member of this group* During his several 
months there.,' in 1937/ he conducted some of his own works, including 
Redes (1935, originally the film score for The Wave) and Homenaje a 
Garcia Lorca*

In addition to his loyalist sympathies, RevueItas was also 

secretary of the Liga de Escritores y Artistas Revolucionarios (LEAR, 
League of Revolutionary Artists and Writers)* He disliked anything 

pretentious and thought music critics were ignorant* His alcoholism and 
indifference to social amenities kept him from attaining the success 
Chavez enjoyed*

RevueItas had always been poor and his family ill-provided for*

In 1940, already in a weakened physical condition from excessive 
drinking, he contracted pneumonia* He died at home on 5 October while 

his ballet El Renacuajo paseador was being performed only a few miles 
away *

It is evident that the lives of Chavez and RevueItas paralleled 
each other and were often closely connected. It is apparent, too, that 
Chavez exerted influence over RevueItas as director of the OSM, as 
teacher at the conservatory, and as a colleague* As Fig. 1 shows, he 

obviously influenced Revueltas’s writing style, at least initially.

What will be seen in the following chapters, however— through the 

similarities and points of departure in the songs of the two composers—
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is that the composers influenced each other reciprocally, even as they 
developed their own unique styles -



CHAPTER 3

TEXTUAL AND STYLISTIC ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SONGS OF CHAVEZ

Chavez wrote twenty-six songs, twelve of which were written for
1voice with piano accompanimento1 Those songs with piano accompaniment 

and available for study are:

Tres poemas para voz y piano
"Segador," text by Carlos Pellicer
"Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos," text by Salvador Novo 
"Nocturna rosa," text by Xavier Villaurrutia 

"La casada infiel," text by Federico Garcia Lorca 

Dos Canciones
"Todo.," text by Ramon Lopez Velarde 

"North Carolina Blues," text by Xavier Villaurrutia 
"Rarely/1 text by Percy Shelley

A discussion of each song includes a brief comment on the poet and a 
textual analysis, followed by analysis of the form* melody, harmony, and 
rhythm of the song and its relation to the text. When inconsistencies 
exist between manuscript and published editions, analysis is based on 

the latter.

1, These numbers are based on Rodolfo Halffter’s Carlos Chavez, 
catalogo complete de sus obras (Mexico: Sociedad de Autores y 
Compositores de Musica, 1972), plus the songs in the collection on 
deposit in the New York Public Library,

20
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Tres poemas para voz y piano
According to the autographed manuscript in the NYPL collection, 

"Nocturna rosa" was completed 30 August 1938, ,,Segadoru on 11 September, 
and "Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos" on 24 Septembero They were 
published as a group of three songs titled Tres poemas para vo-z y piano 

by Go Schirmer, Inc* in 1942 in the following orders "Segador," "Hoy no 
lucio la estrella de tus ojos," and "Nocturna rosao"

"Segador"
"Segador" by Carlos Pellicer

1 . El segador, con pausas de musica, 
segaba la tarde*
Su hoz es tan fina
que siega las dulces espigas y siega la tarde«

5 Segador que en dorados niveles camina 
con su ruido afilado, 
derrotando las finas alturas de oro 
echa abajo tambien el ocaso*

Segaba las claras espigas*
10 Su pausa era musica*

Su sombra alargaba la tarde*
En los ojos traia un lucero que a veces 
brincaba por todo el paisaje*

15 La hoz afilada tan fino 
segaba lo mismo
la espiga que el ultimo sol de la tarde*

"The Reaper"
1 The reaper, with musical pauses, 

reaped the evening*
His sickle is so sharp,
That it reaps the sweet ears and reaps the evening*

5 Reaper that in golden levels walks 
with his waning sound, 
breaking the fine heights of gold 
destroying also the sunset*
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He reaped the white tops»
10 His pause was music„

His shadow lengthened the evening*
In his eyes he carried a glint 
which at times
skipped over the entire countryside*

15 The sickle sharpened so fine 
reaped the grain just like 
the last sunlight of the evening*

The text of "Segador," from the collection titled Material 
poetico 1918-1961 published in 1962, is by the Mexican poet and critic 
Carlos Pellicer (1900-77)* Pellicer was also a Mexican nationalist— he 

fought with the revolutionary forces in 1917* Though a devout Catholic, 
he was a loyal friend of the staunch communist painter— and acquaintance 

to both Chavez and RevueItas— Diego Rivera* Reflecting Pellicer’s 
nationalist sentiments, this poem is about a simple Mexican farmer, 
walking through grain fields in the late afternoon, reaping ears of 
grain* The farmer is probably an Indian, who works hard (line 11)* The 

climax of the poem occurs in line 13:
En los ojos traia un lucero
que a veces brincaba por todo el paisaje

With the omission of one letter, (pasaje for paisaje), the phrase could 

also be translated as follows: "looked beyond his path (lot in life)*" 
Pellicer used the indefinite past tense throughout, suggesting that the 

"reaping" is never finished*
"Segador" is a through-composed but sectional song, the textual 

lines of which determine the musical phrases while the textual stanzas
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determine larger musical sections.^ To unify the song, he uses small 
melodic and rhythmic motives.

The vocal line is in conjunct motion, with syllabic treatment of 
the text and a narrow range —  f'-f#" with a tessitura from g'-c". The 
similarity of the vocal line to syllabic plainsong is, perhaps, the 
composer's attempt to suggest Pellicer's strong Catholic background. A 

textual and musical high point occurs in mm. 16-23 in which the highest 
notes in the range appear on the words "Segador que en dorados niveles 
camina" (line 5). The second phrase of the second stanza is marked 
tristamente indicating that Chavez sympathizes with the peasant— "su 
sombra alargaba la tarde" (line 11). The climax occurs five bars later 
on the text of line 13 with a repeated forte c#".

Rather than establish a particular key for the entire song, 
Chavez uses "tonal episodes" such as the following example.

S e -g a .b a  las cla - ras____ es - p i  ~ fa s . Su pau-ia e-ra m u -» i-  ca.
He cuts in their c le a r-n e ss___ the wheat-heads.His m o-tion is rhyth-m i-cal.

- >

Fig. 2. "Segador," mm. 43-46

2. In this context, line refers to a single line of poetry and 
stanza refers to a group of lines.
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The repeated F# and E act as an inverted dominant pedal in the key of B 
major. The stepwise bass in Fig. 2 exemplifies Chavez's use of stepwise 
movement and "slip" chords (mm. 45-46), also impressionistic devices. 

Chavez frequently uses both melodic and harmonic tritones.

cvesc. poco e g ra d u a h n c n t
- ] — j

que sie - ga las dulces es • j 
it cuts down the del - i- cate w

>•[ '  icresc. poco
h - x ____ r 1 3 .

1
e g ra d u a lm

Fig. 3a. "Segador," mm. 10-11 Fig. 3b. m. 46Segador

Typically nationalistic are parallel thirds— from the popular 

corrido, and quartal harmony— possibly derived from the tuning of the 

guitar, a traditional Mexican instrument.

Meno mosso •
tn s ta m c n te

som-bra a - lar - ga - ba 
grow-icg shad-ow  leng thens the eve

p  tris tam cn te

Fig. 4. "Segador," mm. 47-50
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a tempo
senzo cresc.

fi - nas 
plac- es

al - fv - ros 
re - splen-dent

a  tempo allargando pochissimotenza ctesc. e tem prc legato

Fig. 5. "Segador," ram. 27-31

The on-going even pulse of the eighth note not only helps to 
simulate the "chant" but might depict the farmer walking through the 
fields. Irregular meter— Chavez uses seventeen changes of meter in just 
seventy-five measures— corresponds to textual rhythms. As suggested by 
Cason, stressed syllables generally occur on a drop in the melodic line, 
as in Spanish folk music.^

z 3* June M. Cason, "Three Poems for Voice and Piano by Carlos 
Chavez," National Association of Teachers of Singing 28 (1971): 24-27.
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The piano accompaniment in the preceding Fig. 6 also demonstrates
Chavez's frequent use of hemiola. In this case, since the voice stays

3in compound duple while the piano goes to implied the resulting two- 
against-three makes the change in rhythm even more effective*

"Hoy no lucio la estrella
"Hoy no lucicf la estrella de tus ojos" by Salvador Novo

1 Hoy no lucio" la estrella de tus ojos *
Naufrago de mi mismo, humedo del abrazo de las ondas
llego a la arena de tu cuerpo
en que mi propia voz nombra mi nombre,

5 en que todo es dorado y azul como un dia nuevo
y como las espigas hermeticas, perfectas y calladas.

En ti mi soledad se reconcilia 
para pensar en ti* Toda ha mudado 
el sereno calor de tus miradas 

10 en fervorosa madurez me vida*

Alga y espumas fragiles, mis besos 
cifran el Universe en tus pestanas 
— piaya de desnudez, tierra alcanzada 
que devuelve en miradas tus estrellas*

15 ^ A que* la flor perdida ^
que marchito tu espera, que disperse el destino?
Mi ofrenda es toda tuya en la simiente 
que secaron los rayos de tus soles *

"The Starlight of Your Eyes Shines No More"
1 The starlight of your eyes shines no more*

Wreck of myself, moist from the waves' embrace,
I drift to the sand of your body 
in which my own voice names my name,

5 in which all is gold and blue like a new day
and like the impenetrable grain-tops, perfect and 

closed*

In you my solitude is reconciled 
by thinking of you* All is altered 
by the serene warmth of your glances 

10 in fervent maturity my life*
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Seaweed and delicate foam, my kisses 
unlock the universe in your eyelashes 
— naked beach, tired earth
that is restored in your starlight glances•

15 Why the lost flower
withered by your glances, that Destiny shattered?
My offering is all yours in the seed
that was dessicated by the rays of your suns.

"Hoy no lucicf la estrella de tus ojos," from the collection Nuevo 
Amor, was written by the Mexican poet and playwright, Salvador Novo 

(1904-74). Like Pellicer's "Segador," "Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus 
ojos" uses a great deal of imagery. Unlike "Segador," Novo's poem makes 
no social comment, but is rather an erotic love poem.

"Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos" .is also through-composed. 
The song is sectional, with sections occuring at m. 30, m. 48, m. 64, 

and m. 72.
"Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos" is difficult to sing, not 

for technical reasons, but because it is so static. It lies low in the 

vocal range— the vocal line has a range of d’-c#", a tessitura of g'-b', 
and it proceeds in stepwise motion with few skips— and there are very 
few rests for the singer. The harmony also adds to the motionless, 
twilight effect of the song.

Chavez does not establish one key throughout but instead 

introduces "tonal episodes" as in "Segador." In the following passage, 

for example, he abruptly introduces C# and G#, establishing an A major 
tonality for six measures (mm. 24-29) —  first with tonic/dominant triads
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and then with secondary seventh chords— until the sudden cmm? chord in 
m. 30.

like

' ^  tr  ^[ 10— * — * — - -̂->r;r.vr • /yc/co i

®c;rA rubn to

»///!• • t'U
n e w . born,

<z tem po

’ r r

r
ro • //io /n.v < \ .  /vi - t

like the prow-ing wheat - heads,

poc/i
Pr"jl

ruboto .

S*

ccdrnrto poco  
f  armp  re_______

/>er - / i  f  - Zo.v/in' - //"- ru.v, 
tight-lv  closed 

i ccdendo t

(g)
// /y/z m# - /#•

you mv sol - i

.....
y/y;

Fig. 7. "Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos," mm. 22-30
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Fig. 8 has bitonal implications: while the two keys have a tonic- 

dominant relationship, the vocal line is in E natural minor and the 
right hand of the piano is in A harmonic minor.

£

hit - /nf . d“ rif t  a • brn • so dr Ins 
vii-i u ;'.h the cold err, - b rac-es of the

Fig. 8. "Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus o j o s m m .  6-9

Movement by parallel fourths can also be seen in the preceding figure, 
mm. 8 and 9. Fig. 9 is an example of the pentatonic scale Chavez 
associated with Indian music.

is t-n - dued with gold anda • lion

w d  J i  l>goto 
hi $ ytocc m arc

Fig. 9. "Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos," mm. 19-20

Characteristic also of this song is the changing rhythm and meter 

to reflect the poetic accents, as in mm. 36-40 (following). The natural 

accent of this phrase is toda ha mudado el sereno calor. By changing to
3̂ in m. 38 he makes certain that the accent falls on the syllable lor.
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And by lengthening the note values on the syllables re-no, he effects a 
more "serene" tone.

sostenuto

Tu-tfa hn mu - dn - do el •?>’ - re - m> ca - /o/- </i- w//' - *v» - dn\
Al! my life is al-tered by the qui • et - ing w arm th of your fa ir  g lanc - es .

Fig. 10 "Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos," mm. 36-40

"Nocturna rosa"
"Nocturna rosa"^ by Xavier Villaurrutia

1 Yo tambien hablo de la rosa. ^
Pero mi rosa no es la rosa fria 
ni la de piel de nino, 
ni la rosa que gira 

5 tan lentamente que su moviraiento
es una misteriosa forma de la quietud.
No es la rosa sedienta, 
ni la sangrante llagra, 
ni la rosa coronada de espinas,

10 ni la rosa de la resurreccion.

No es la rosa de petalos desnudos, 
ni la rosa encerada, 
ni la llama de seda, 
ni tampoco la rosa llamarada.

15 No es la rosa veleta, 
ni la ulcera secreta, 
ni la rosa puntual que da la hora, 
ni la brujula marinera.

4. Shown here is the text used by Chavez. Stanzas six and eight 
of Villaurrutia1s poem have been omitted.



Noj no es la rosa rosa
20 sino la rosa increada, 

la sumergida rosa, 
la nocturna, 
la rosa inmaterial, 
la rosa hueca.

25 Es la rosa moldura del oido, 
la rosa oreja, 
la espiral del ruido, 
la rosa concha siempre abandonada, 
es la mas alta espuma de la almohada-

30 Es la rosa que abre los parpados, 
la rosa vigilante, desvelada, 
la rosa del insomnio desojada.

Es la rosa del humo, 
la rosa de ceniza,

35 la negra rosa de carbon diamonte
que silenciosa horada las tinieblas 
y no ocupa lugar en el espacio.

"Nocturnal Rose11
1 I, too, speak of the rose*

But my rose is not the cold rose 
nor the one with child's skin, 
nor the rose that turns 

5 so slowly that its movement
is a mysterious form in the quiet•

It's not the desirous rose
nor the bloody wound,
nor the rose crowned with thorns,

10 nor the rose of the resurrection.

It is not the rose stripped of petals, 
nor the waxen rose, 
nor the sound of silk, 
neither the blazing rose.

15 It isn't the fickle rose, 
nor the secret ulcer,
nor the punctual rose that tells the hour, 
nor the sailor's compass.
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No, it's not the rose rose
20 but the uncreated rose, 

the submerged rose, 
the night-rose, 
the non-material rose, 
the empty rose.

25 It is the rose moulded from hearing, 
the ear rose, 
the spiral of sound, 
the always abandoned conch rose 
it's the highest spray of the bowsprit.

30 It's the rose that opens eyelids, 
the vigilant rose, watchful, 
the eyestrained rose from insomnia.

It's the rose of smoke, 
the rose of ashes,

35 the black rose of diamond carbon
that silently perforates the darkness 
and takes up no room in space.

The third poema, "Nocturna rosa," uses a text by poet Xavier
Villaurrutia (1903-50), from the collection Obras, published in 1953.

The poet was also a dramatist, and, like Novo, was associated with the
Mexican journal Contemporaneos from 1928-31. "Nocturna rosa" uses a
great deal of imagery as well, and is a set of variations over a
repeated word— "rosa, rosa" which recurs in alternating lines.
Villaurrutia is ingenious in creating forward movement with assonance

and alliteration— for example, lines 12-14:
ni la rosa encerada 
ni la llama de ceda 
ni tampoco la rosa llamarada.

The poet plays on the reader's curiosity by saying what the rose is not 
for nineteen lines; then with a change in meter in line 19, he begins to 
suggest what the rose is. The reader (and singer) is left to decide—  

love, religion, artistic inspiration. . . .
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Like the first two poemas, ''Nocturna rosa" is through-composed 
and sectional; rhythmic and melodic motives unify the work. One melodic 
motive in particular appears, in slight variation, five times. Although 
it could be considered a theme because of its length— four measures— it 
is not significant enough to justify analysis of the song as a rondo. 
Here is the motive at its first appearance in mm. 21-25, labelled a. It 
also appears in mm. 78, 87, 105, and 119 (not literal repeats).

Piu mosso J rub a to,

nt la to - ta co - ro - na - da, de es - p i  - nas,. 
nor the rose that bears a crown of pierc- ing bram - ties.

rubaio .

jp espressivo cantando

Fig. 11a. "Nocturna rosa," mm. 21-25

A less significant melodic motive occurs first in mm. 15-16, and 
reappears in m. 29, 91, and 113, labelled b.
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b @
poro espressii'O

flow- er.My rose is no th irs t  - y

Fig. lib. "Nocturna rosa," mm. 15-16

The melody is also more disjunct than the first two poemas, with 
frequent skips, a wider range— d'-g", and a higher tessitura— g'-c#". 
Certain sections, however, retain the chantlke quality of "Segador."
The following are two contrasting sections. (Note also the melodic 
tritone in m. 43 of Fig. 12a).

£s la  ro - aa vt
weath - er - vane rose it

Fig. 12a. "Nocturna rosa,11 mm. 43-44
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du - ra del o x - <fo,____
like the ear are mould-ed,____
r ritenuto poco

pet - als

tt(fmotto legato

Fig. 12b. "Nocturna rosa,11 mm. 78-82

While the upper voices frequently center around A, and the key 
signature might suggest A minor, Chavez does not limit himself to one 
particular key, and includes chromatic and bitonal sections. Fig. 13, 
for example, shows the composer's use of chromaticism. The piano and 
voice ave. sounding the same pitches; but each note in the piano occurs 

in a different octave, while the vocal line stays within the range of a 
major third.

*
¥

i
gt - ra tan len - ta 
rose turn-ing round so

k*

m en-te  que ru mo-vi - mien-to es u - na mis - te -
slow - ly that its tar-dy mo-tion is but a strange mys

ke. (k#.

z
I

1
— ie6 --- 5 a

Fig. 13. "Nocturna rosa," mm. 10-12
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The following figure demonstrates a bitonal setting of motive b. The 
vocal line and the top voice in the piano are in A major, with the 

repeated E in the right hand of the piano serving as a dominant pedal. 
The left hand of the piano is based on the whole tone scale F#, G#, A#, 
C, D.

m  la mas a l - to ____
ev - er left w ith - in___

*cnza r ig o re  i l  Ictnpv

es - pu  - ma de la ____  a l-m o -h o . da ..
the foam-like whiteness_ of the pi 1- low . .

mm. 91-94Fig. 14. Nocturna rosa,

A major again appears in the vocal line in mm. 110-12, against sustained 

Ab, Eb, Bb, C, which may be considered either a pentatonic scale minus 
one note, or an Ab major triad with a dissonant second.

f\ T/tf) * , J-- ©
n, __________ ~  J} 5

tr* ^ ^ - 4 ' K r* ■— ■1 -r1 — *•—
B s _____  la ro • »a del ku  - m o,--------  la ro • tr  de <r  - #</" - to , la
It___  is the rose of va -  por,--- the rose of ash and cin - der, t h e

Fig. 15. "Nocturna rosa," mm. 110-12



Examples of Chavez's penchant for parallel writing and stepwise root 
progression are shown here in descending parallel ninth chords (both 
times to accompany motive a in the voice).
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• §cmprc in tempo

tiem prt a -ban  - do na  -  da
ev - e r left no - gath-ered, 

te m p  re s *  tem po

f a r  eu e l e* - p a -e io -------
all the fpreadiog vast-ness—

Fig. 16a."Nocturna rosa," mm. 89-90 Fig. 16b."Nocturna rosa," mm. 121-22

Chavez's judicious adherence to the natural accents and subtle 
inflections of the Spanish language justifies the twenty-seven changes 
of meter and eleven changes in tempo. See, for example, line 19 of the

. / Kj / vy Z  'S /  —/text: the rhythm of the spoken line would be no, no es la rosa rosa, as 
Chavez has notated it in mm. 57-60.

Fig. 17. "Nocturna rosa," mm. 57-60
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The poet emphasized the first no with a comma; Chavez achieved the same 
effect by giving no two beats. Then by changing to | in bar 58 and 59, 
he made certain that the downbeat fell on the accented first syllable of 
rosa,

"La casada infiel"
"La casada infiel" was written in 1941 and revised in 1957, The 

version for mezzo-soprano or baritone and piano was published by 
Southern Music Publishing Co,, Inc. (now Peer International, Inc.) in 
1963. Two other versions of the song exist. One is a manuscript in the 
Library of Congress, written a fourth higher for soprano or tenor and 
piano, and dated 1957— probably a transcription of Chavez's original 
manuscript— with an English lyric provided by Noel Lindsay. The 

original manuscript exists in two drafts in the NYPL. both are 
essentially the same version and written a third higher than the 
published edition. The only differences between the two NYPL 
manuscripts are minor phrase changes in the later draft,which is 

labeled "La Casada Infiel, Romance de Federico Garcia Lorca," is signed 
by the composer, and dated October 1941. The earlier draft has no date 
or signature, but is in the sme hand and has a heading "La Casada 
Infiel, Garcia Lorca." Both drafts are marked for canto and piano, with 

Spanish text only. * I

5o Since the phrase changes were kept in the published edition,
I assumed this was the later draft.
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"La casada infiel" by Federico Garcia Lorca

1 Y que yo me la 11eve al rio 
creyendo que era mozuela, 
pero tenia marido,
Fue la noche de Santiago 

5 y casi por compromise«
Se apagaron los faroles 
y se encendieron los grilles.
En las ultimas esquinas 
toque sus pechos dormidos,

10 y se me abrieron de pronto 
Como ramos de jacintos.
El almidon de su enagua 
me sonaba en el oido 
como una pieza de seda 

15 rasgada por diez cuchillos.
Sin luz de plata en sus copas 
los arboles ban crecido, 
y un horizonte de perros 
ladra muy lejos del no.

20 Pasadas las zarzamoras, 
los juncos y los espinos, 
bajo su mata de pelo 
hice un hoyo sobre el lime.
Yo me quite la corbata.

25 Ella se quito" el vestido.
Yo el cinturron con revolver.
Ella sus cuatro corpinos.
Ni nardos mi caracolas 
tienen el cutis tan fine,

30 ni los cristales con luna 
relumbran con ese brillo.
Sus muslos se me escapaban 
como peces sorprendidos 
la mitad llenos del lumbre,

35 la mitad llenos de frio.
Aquella noche corrf el major de los 

caminos,
montado en potra de nacar 
sin bridas y sin estribos.
No quiero decir, por hombre,

40 las cosas que ella me dijo.
La luz de entendimiento 
me hace ser muy comedido.
Sue la de besos y arena, 
yo me la lleve* del no.
Con el aire se batian 
las espadas de los lirios.

45



Me porte como quien soy0 
Como un gitano legitimoo 
La regale un costurero 

50 Grande de raso pajizo, 
y no quise enamorarme 
porque teniendo marido 
me dijo que era mozuela 
cuando la llevaba al no.

"The Faithless Wife"
1 And so I took her to the river 

thinking she was a maiden, 
but she had a husband.
It was the evening of St, James 

5 And I almost had no choice.
The lamps went out all at once 
lighting up the crickets.
In the farthest corner 
I touched her sleeping breasts,

10 and they opened suddenly 
like petals of a hyacinth.
The sound of her starched slip 
filled my ears, 
like a piece of satin 

15 rent by ten knives.
Without silver light in their branches
the trees have grown,
and a horizon of dogs
bark very far from the river,

20 Past blackberry brambles, 
rushes and thorns, 
beneath her matte of hair 
I made a hollow in the loam,
I took off my tie,

25 She her dress,
I my belt with its revolver.
She her four corsettes,
Wards nor conch shells 
have skin so fine,
nor do crystals shining in the moonlight 

30 glisten with such brilliance.
Her thighs escaped me 
like started fish, 
half filled with fire,

35 and half filled with ice.
That night I ran the best of roads, 
astride a pearl-colored filly, 
without bridle nor reins,
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I wouldn’t tell any man 
40 the things she told me„

The light of understanding 
makes me gentle with her.
Smeared with kisses and sand,
I led her away from the river«

45 The lilies battled the air 
with their lances»

I behaved like who I am*
Like a true gypsy,
I gave her a fine sewing basket 

50 of straw-colored satin,
and I didn't want to fall in love with her 

, because, although having a husband, 
she told me she was a maiden 
when I was taking her to the river.

The text is by Federico Garcia Lorca,^ who also collected and 
transcribed Castilian folksongs, which influenced his poetry, "La 

casada infiei" is a romance, or long narrative, from his Obras
completas, published posthumously in 1954, The fifty—four lines of 
Lorca's romance are divided into three formal sections, determined by 
the chronology of the narrative:

A lines 1-7 
B lines 8-35 
A' lines 36-54

As in Tres poemas para voz y piano, this song is through-

composed; the musical sections are based on the formal sections of the

text;
poem song

A lines 1-7 mm, 1-27
B lines 8-35 mm, 28—120
a' 36-54 mm, 121-191

6, See pp, 17-18,
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In the vocal line, Chavez has underlined his interpretation of 
Lorca's poem by associating two recurring musical motives with certain 
phrases of the text. As the following diagram will show, the two 
musical phrases, x and y, serve as statement and response, and highlight 
the important lines of text (see Fig. 18).

©

Fig. 18. Motive x, "La casada infiel," mm. 1-8

yo ----------  m e !q lie -  ve d e l rf - o . ___
* -----------  took h* r homm from tho rt - ver, — ,

Fig. 19. Motive y, "La casada infiel," mm. 150-54
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Lorca's Text Chavez 1s setting
line 1 
line 44 
line 47 
line 51 
line 54

motive x, mm. 1-8
motive y, mm. 150-54
motive x (in diminution), mm. 163-65
motive y, mm. 176-80
motive x, mm. 188-91

The vocal range— c'-c#"— is somewhat wider than in Tres poemas, 
but the singer is rarely required to skip more than a fourth. The vocal 
line generally proceeds in conjunct motion. Textually and musically the 
peak occurs in mm. 90-120, and the high point of the vocal range occurs 
in m. 91 on the word revolver— the dynamics are marked fortissimo, and 
the tempo slows markedly.

Despite the key signature of three sharps, the vocal line centers 

most often around B. In fact, the first eight measures suggest bi
modality— the vocal line is in B major and the accompaniment is in B 
minor with a raised sixth in mm. 5-8. Note also the parallel descending 
sevenths in the first four measures of this passage, perhaps suggesting 
his taking her "down" to the river.
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Parallel thirds— typical of the popular Mexican corrido— are 

heard briefly in mm. 14 and 15.

Fig. 21. "La casada infiel," ram. 14-15

Chords are generally colored by dissonances. In mm. 28-32, for example, 
an ornamented E major scale is heard in parallel octaves in the piano, 

with a G^in the voice in m. 29. This phrase heads for the sub-dominant 
in m. 34, with the D ̂  functioning as the seventh in a V of IV in m. 32.

rltoraondo

E n lo i ul - ti • m o i e l p c  -  Choi dor

s e  m e o -  p n e -ro h  oe
0#n • \jr - a * ' fnjf

Fig. 22. "La casada infiel," mm. 28-34
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Fig. 23 is one of the rare moments when Chavez used relatively 
straightforward diatonic harmonies, without ornamental dissonance.

_ _ o  tmm- 
P  s e m -

r ito rd a n d o  p o c o  - -meno mosso J. -  56

di -  jo.
■ crot

ro -  sos  que e-llo m e 
th in g * she to ld  mm in

pule -  ro  de  - cir, por horn -  bre , 
m a n  w o u ld  r m -p m o t to  o  thm n

Fig. 23. mm. 137-40

This passage is preceded by sixteen measures of a sustained tone 

cluster. The sudden shift to A major is an effective means of 
emphasizing the text at this point: the narrator begins to feel 
compassion for la casada.

Fig. 24 is an example of progression by voice leading in parallel 
movement, a favorite device of Chavez which is not only typical of folk 
music and guitar playing, but also impressionism.

Fig. 24. "La casada infiel," mm. 181-83
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Two of Chavez's favorite rhythmic devices are manifested in this song—  

hemiola (see the preceding example) and triplets (Fig. 25).

Fig. 25. "La casada infiel," mm. 111-12

Dos canciones
Dos canciones was published by Boosey and Hawkes in 1961, 

although the two songs had been written much earlier, and ten years 

apart— "Todo" in 1932 and "North Carolina Blues" in 1942. The 
autographed and dated manuscripts of "Todo" and two versions of "North 

Carolina Blues" are included in the Chavez collection in the New York 
Public Library. One version of "North Carolina Blues" is incomplete, in 
pencil, autographed and dated Die. 942 (December, 1942). The other is 
complete, in pen, with the same autograph and date.

Both songs also exist in manuscript in the Library of Congress, 
transcribed by an unknown hand and dated 1957, Mexico, D. F.̂  An 
English translation is given by Noel Lindsay for both songs.®

7. This is the same hand and date of the Library of Congress 
transcription of "La casada infiel."

8. No English translation is given in the NYPL manuscript.
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Since inconsistencies exist among the three versions of the two 
songs— NYPL manuscript, Library of Congress manuscript, and Boosey and 
Hawkes edition— the following diagram is provided,

,,Todou "North Carolina Blues"

NYPL

LC

BE

scored for voz (voice) and 
piano

no sharps or flats in 
signature

voice begins on e" 
no English translation given 
autographed ms, 1932-34

(two manuscripts, one incomplete, 
but same version 

scored for mezzo soprano or 
baritone and piano (canto 
had been indicated but 
crossed out) 

no sharps or flates in 
signature

voice begins on f' 
no English translation given 
autographed mss, December, 1942

scored for soprano or tenor scored for soprano or tenor
. and piano and piano
two sharps in signature one flat in signature
voice begins of F# voice begins on Bb
English translation by English translation by

Noel Lindsay Noel Lindsay
no autograph, but dated: no autograph, but dated:

"Mexico, D,F,, 1932-34 "Mexico, DoF,, 1942
Edited, 1957" Edited, 1957"

scored for canto (voice) scored for canto (voice)
and piano and piano

cover of edition indicates cover of edition indicates
mezzo-soprano or baritone mezzo-soprano or baritone

two flats in signature same signature and starting
voice begins on d" pitch as NYPL ms

English translation by English translation by
Noel Lindsay Noel Lindsay

©  1958 by Carlos Chavez (c)1958 by Carlos Chavez
(c) 1961 by Boosey & Co,, Ltd, ©  1961 by Boosey & Co,, Ltd,

Fig, 26, Variations in the three versions of "North Carolina 
Blues" and "Todo"
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"Todo"
?,Todon by Ramon Lopez Velarde

1 Sonambula y picante, 
mi voz es la gerne la 
de la canelao

Canel ultramontana 
5 e islamita,

por ella mi experiencia 
sigue de senoritao
Criado con ella, 
mi alma tomo la forma 

10 de su botella.
Si digo carne o espiritu, 
pareceme que el diablo 
se rie del vocable; 
mas nunc a vacilcf 

15 mi fe si dije "yo«"
Yo, varon integral, 
nutrido en el panal 
de Mahoma
y en el que cuida Roma 

20 en la Mesa Central»

Uno es mi fruto: 
vivir en el cogollo 
de cada minutOo

Que el milagro se haga,
25 dejandome aureola

o tray^ndome llaga<,̂

En mis andanzas callejeras 
del jeroglifico nocturno, 
cuando cada muchacha 

30 entorna sus maderas, 
me deja atribulado 
su enigma de no ser 
ni carne ni pescado.

Aunque toca al poeta 
35 roerse los codos,

9o Chavez omitted two stanzas of Lopez Velarde’s original poem, 
which would have appeared here.
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vivo la formidable 
vida de todas y de todos; 
en mi late un pontiff ice 
que todo lo posee 

40 y todo lo bendice;
la dolorosa Naturaleza 
sus tres reinos ampara 
debajo de mi tiara; 
y mi papal instinto 

45 se conmueve
con la ignorancia de la nieve 
y la sabiduria del jacintOo

"All"
1 Sleepwalk and spices, 

my voice is 
cinnamon’s twin,
Cinnamon mountainous 

5 and Islamic; 
for her I
continue a maiden.

Bred with her, 
my soul took the form 

10 of her vessel.

If I say flesh or spirit, 
it seems the devil 
laughs at the word; 
but my faith never vacilated 

15 if I said "I."

I, integral pendant, 
nurtured in the labyrinth 
of Mohammed
and in that which Rome guards 

20 in the Central Plateau.

My profit is one: 
to live in the heart 
of each minute.

May the miracle happen, 
leaving me a halo 
or inflicting a wound.

In my street-wanderings 
of nighttime hieroglyphics,

25
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when each girl 

30 closes her shutters?
I'm left troubled by 
its enigma of being 
neither meat nor fish.

Even though it touches the poet 
35 to isolate himself,

I live the dreadful 
life of others and others; 
in my breast a high-priest 
that possesses all 

40 and blesses all; 
painful Nature 
her three kings sheltered 
beneath my holy crown; 
and my papal instinct 

45 is stirred
by the ignorance of the snow 
and the knowledge of the hyacinth.

The Mexican poet Ramon Lopez Velarde (1888-1921) was described as
a "sentimental Modernist."!^ "Todo," from the collection Poes las
completes, expresses the tension between purity and human nature that
characterizes much of his poetry. It is a stream of consciousness
approach that describes the inner turmoil of a man struggling with the
conflict of "flesh" and "spirit," by juxtaposing opposite concepts:

picante (spices) 
carne (flesh)
Mahoma (Mohammed)

trayendome llaga 
(wounding me) 

ni carne (nor meat) 
vida de todos y todos 

(life of others and 
others)

sonambula (sleepwalk) 
espiritu (spirit) 
lo que cuida Roma en la mesa 
central (that which Rome 
guards in the central mesa—  
[Catholicism])

dejando aureola (leaving me 
a halo)

ni pescado (nor fish) 
roerse los codos (isolate 
oneself)

10. Cassel's Encyclopedia of World Literature, 1973 ed., s.v. 
"Lopez Velarde, Ramon."
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sabiduria del jacinto ignorancia de la nieve
(knowledge of the (ignorance of the snow)
hyacinth)

As is the poem, "Todo" is through-composed.
Characteristic of Chavez's vocal lines, here it proceeds for the 

most part in conjunct motion. The vocal range spans eb'-f#" with a 

tessitura of g'-c".
Although the composer might have highlighted the striking poetic 

contrasts even more than he did, the following music examples reflect 
the contrast between spirit and flesh as suggested by Velarde's poem.

dip -  j£n - do - me ou -  reo  -  la 
Be - queotring me a ho -  lo

Oueel mi-la - g ro  se ho 
Lei th e m i- n - c l e  cor

Fig. 27. "Todo," mm. 65-69

The stark, disembodied sound of the voice over a sustained a minor- 
major -s ix-four—two chord accompanies the text "leaving me a halo" in

Fig. 27.
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es miU- no

Fig. 28. "Todo," ram. 57-59

In Fig. 28, the voice outlines a Bb major chord, but against repeated 
Bĵ 's in the piano; the repetition probably refers to the word uno (one). 
The word [bitter] fruit in m. 59 is a Bb against the B^ in the 
accompaniment.
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' J- m ritard

SuS ire s  re i-n o s  am -  pu -  roNo -  tu - poto do - lo - ro -  so dim's e - Sor-row -ful no -  tu n  xh+i-

hierd. _ _

-  bo -

Fig. 29 mm. 103-105Todo

The melody line in Fig. 29 is a chant over a sustained dissonant minor 
ninth ("painful Nature" versus "holy crown").

The following six measures exemplify several of Chavez's favorite 
rhythmic techniques: three against four, off-beat accents, and triplets.

ol -Cna - do mo_
Such dis -  til - Ac's_Its 0 •  tfcn •

Fig. 30. "Todo," mm. 26-31
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"North Carolina Blues"
"North Carolina Blues" by Xavier Villaurrutia 

(dedicated to Langston Hughes)

1 En North Carolina 
el aire nocturne 
es de piel humana.
Cuando lo acaricio 

5 me deja, de pronto, 
en los dedos,
el sudor de una gota de agua,

En North Carolina
Meciendo el tronco vertical,

10 desde las plantas de los pies 
hasta las palmas de las manos 
el hombre es arbol otra vez«

En North Carolina

Si el negro rie,
15 ensena granadas encias 

y frutas nevadas„
Mas si el negro calla, 
su boca es una roja 
entrana,

20 En North Carolina

^Como decir
que la cara de un negro se ensombrece?

En North Carolina
Habla un negro:

25 -— Nadie me entenderia
si dijera que hay sombras blancas 
en pleno dia„

En North Carolina
En diversas salas de espera 

30 aguardan la misma muerte 
los pasajeros de color 
y los blancos, de primerao

En North Carolina



Nocturnos hoteless 
35 llegan parejas invisibles? 

las escaleras suben solas, 
fluyen los corredores, 
retroceden las puertas, 
cierran los ojos las ventanas,

40 Una mano sin cuerpo
escribe y borra negros 
nombres en la pizarra*

En North Carolina
Confundidos 

45 cuerpos y labios ̂ 
yo no me atreveria 
a decir en la sombra:
Esta boca es la mia.

En North Carolina

"North Carolina Blues"
1 In North Carolina 

the night air 
is of human skin.
When I embrace it 

5 it suddenly leaves 
on my fingers, 
a drop of perspiration.

In North Carolina
His vertical torso shaking,

10 from the soles of his feet 
to the palms of his hands 
the man is tree again.

In North Carolina

If the negro smiles,
15 he shows gums of pomegranate 

and snow-white teeth.
But if the negro is still, 
his mouth is a red 
entrail.

In North Carolina20
How do you say
that the face of a negro darkens?
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In North Carolina
A negro speakss

25 "No one would understand me
if I said that there are white shadows 
in plain day."

In North Carolina
In diverse waiting rooms 

30 the same death waits
for the colored passengers 
and the first-class whites.

In North Carolina
Night-time hotels:

35 invisible couples arrive, 
climbing the steps alone, 
the corridors oozing, 
the doors receding, 
the windows closing their eyes.

40 A bodyless hand
writes and erases black 
names on the chalkboard.

In North Carolina
Confused

45 bodies and lips,
I wouldn't dare 
say in the shadows:
This mouth is mine.

In North Carolina
The text of "North Carolina Blues" is from the same collection as 

"Nocturna rosa," by the poet Xavier Villaurrutia^-Obras. As in 

"Nocturna rosa," he repeats part of the text to create a focal point. 
Here, however, the entire first phrase "En North Carolina," recurs as 

line 8, 13, 20, 23, 28, 33, 43, and 49. In his setting of this poem, 
Chavez leaves out the repetition of this phrase. Instead he repeats the



first stanza before line 14, inserts line 1 before text line 21, and 
inserts lines 2 and 3 before text line 33 of the original poem.

Unlike his treatment of the text in "Nocturna rosa," Chavez 
associates a particular sound or type of leitmotiv with the particular 

text in "North Carolina Blues." Sometimes the melody only is associated 
with the text, and sometimes the melody with the accompaniment. The 
form of "North Carolina Blues" is therefore determined by the recurring 
"leitmot ives," and could be considered a rondo— A B A C A’ D a E A" F A" 
G a.H A is shown here, with the melodic phrases divided into six 
sections (textual phrases coincide), and labeled motives t-z.
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A  t
Moderate eo

CANTO
En North Co-ro - li 
In North Co-ro -  li

oi - ro noc - tur -
Tho air in the

PIANO

Fig. 31. "North Carolina Blues," mm. 1-17

only.
11. Capital A refers to text with music; small a refers to music
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The subject of the text undoubtedly prompted the composer to use 

jazz influences such as the "blue note" (Ab) in mm. 3 and 5 of the 
preceding example.

"Latin" rhythms, often associated with dance music such as the 

salsa, are shown in section A (see Fig. 31).



Forma1 
Section
i

A

m m • 1—17

B

m m • 18-25

A

mm. 2 6—42

C

m m . 43-54

A'

mm. 55-60
D

m m . 61-64
a

mm. 65-68
E

mm. 68-80
A"

m m . 80-86

i i
i F

mm. £7-104
A" '

m m . 104-111 m m • 112-15r!

a 1
m m . 115-23

(G and a over
lap 1/2 measure)

Text lines 1-7 1ine s 9-12 (repeat of 1-7) lines 14-19 (repeat of 1 ) 1 ine s 1-2 no text lines 24-32 (repeat of 
1ine s 2-3)

lines 34-42 lines 4 4-4 6
I

lines 48-49
i
1

no text

Melody motives x ,y ,z 
in voice

vocal line 
chant1ike, 
conjunct 
motion

same as A
m m . 15-16
similar to 
motive z , 
otherwise new 
material

motives t, u 
in voice

new material, 
vocal line 
conjunct 
mo tion

motives t,u 
in right 
hand of 
piano

chant1ike, 
basically 
conjunct 
motion

motive t in 
piano; voice 
doubles the 
piano on 
motives u ,v

new material

Sol-mi-la- 
sol -mi motive 
in m . 101

motives t,u ,z 
but different 
text

m m . 112-13
derived from 
motive x

mo tives t,u 
in piano; 
voice has 
sustained F

Harmony

D-minor,
I-IV under
pinning 
implied by 
D 1s and A 1s 
in bass line

chromatic same as A tonal— D b , 
AM, FM, Dm, 
E m , A

same as 
mm. 1-4 of A

tonal— Dm, 
EM, DMm7, 
CM, EM

same as A, 
but trans
posed down 
a perf 4th

tonal centers 
Eb, G in 
voice, Cm 
then down
ward pro
gression of 
7th chords 
in piano

transposed 
down perf 5th 
from section 
A in piano; 
perf 4th 
higher in 
voice

tonal
centers Gm, 
various 
tonalities, 
ends on E

same as A

parallel 6ths 
descending 
chromatically 
in piano; 
voice out
lines Gm, 
then leading 
tone to F

same as A

Tempo, 
Meter, 
Rhythm

Moderate
A =60 
2 1 
2 2

t n  [>piano <*• # 

voice 3  \

Piu mo s s o 
<j =72 
2 
2

piano J.J J J
rvoice V S

same as A

A1legretto 
J =92

voice ^ r> r?

same as A

Tranqui1lo
J • =66
6 4 6 
8 8 8
. i n  J.piano 

voice J s

same as A

CalmOy/w\eno rrtOtto 
J =76/ J = 60 

2 3 5 4 
4 4 4 4

piano, slowing 
rhythm

voice— triplets

same as A

Piu mosso 
^ ' =88 
696433534 
888884488

piano and 
voice

same as A

(Tempo primo) 
2 
2

piano J d 

voice JJJi-- 1X

same as A

Fig. 32. Analysis of "North Carolina Blues" —  To facilitate
analysis, the following figure includes form, melody, 
harmony, and rhythm.
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"Rarely"
Chavez wrote "Rarely" three years before he died: the date on the 

NYPL manuscript indicates Marzo 21-75 (21 March 1975). The song is 
scored for voice and piano, and, as the range indicates, was intended 
for soprano or tenor. The NYPL collection also contains an earlier 
version of "Rarely" for SATB and piano, dated Die. 14-74 (14 December 
1974).12

"Rarely" ("Song") by Percy Shelley
Rarely, rarely comest thou,

Spirit of Delight!
Wherefore hast thou left me now 

Many a day and night?
Many a weary night and day
'Tis since thou art fled away.

How shall ever one like me 
Win thee back again?

With the joyous and the free 
Thou wilt scoff at pain.

Spirit false! thou has forgot
All but those who need thee not.

I love all that thou lovest,
Spirit of Delight!

The fresh Earth in new leaves drest,
And the starry night,

Autumn evening, and the morn
When the golden mists are born.

12. In the NYPL collection of Chavez's works, several incomplete 
songs for voice and piano appear with corresponding SATB works, 
suggesting that the solo sketches were preliminary study pieces for 
choral works. The solo version of "Rarely" might therefore have been 
considered a study piece not intended for solo performance, if not for 
its later date.
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I love snow, and all the forms 
Of the radiant frost;

I love waves and winds and storms—
Every thing almost 

Which is Nature's and may be 
Untainted by man's misery.
I love Love— though he has wings,
And like light can flee—

But above all other things,
Spirit, I love thee—

Thou art Love and Life! 0 come,
Make once more my heart thy home.

"Rarely" is unique for its English text. Shelley's poem was 
written in 1820, while he was living in Pisa, and it first appeared in 
Posthumous Poems (1824) with the title "Song."^ "Song" falls into two 

sections which are differentiated by the poet's tone in addressing the 
"Spirit." The poet is first reproachful, then approving. Based on 
Shelley's philosophy that the poet's purpose is to "exalt and ennoble 
humanity,"^ the "Spirit" might be artistic inspiration.

"Rarely"^ is through-composed; Chavez did not retain the binary 

form of "Song."
The vocal line is much more chromatic, more disjunct, and 

exploits the singer's range more than his earlier songs (see Fig. 33).

13. Three choral works, written in that same year— 1974— use 
texts by Archibald Macleish, Nicholas Breton, and Percy Shelley.

14. Chavez omits stanzas 3, 4, and 7 of Shelley's "Song"; 
otherwise it is unaltered.

15. Donald H. Reiman and Sharon B. Powers, eds., Shelley's Poetry 
and Prose (New York: W. W. Norton, 1977), p. 534.

16. The title is obviously derived from the first word of 
Shelley's poem.



Fig. 33. "Rarely," mm. 1-18 (unpublished, autograph)

The song is not based on triads but on parallel lines, especially 
thirds and sixths (see Fig. 33). Chavez's concern for horizontal lines 
rather than vertical sonorities is probably due in part to its being a 

choral transcription. Since the accompaniment is essentially a piano 
reduction, this would also account for the exact doubling of the vocal 
line in the right hand of the piano.

The opening minor third (see Fig. 33) returns in mm. 18, 37, and 
46; otherwise there are no recurring motives.
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Fig. 34a. "Rarely," 
mm. 18-19

Fig. 34b. "Rarely," 
mm. 37-38

Fig. 34c. "Rarely," 
mm. 46-47

The overall pointillistic effect, despite the native element of parallel 
thirds and sixths, sounds like Webern or Schoenberg.

Hemiola, two against three, and changing meter were still typical 
of the composer's style when "Rarely" was written.

Summary
Both European and nationalistic influences can be seen in 

Chavez's songs. The texts of the songs discussed, for instance, 
represent four Mexican and two European poets— one of which was a 
Spaniard. Three of the texts— "Segador," "La casada infiel," and 
"Todo," are hispanic themes.

Ethnic influences on his melodies include quotes from popular 
folksongs such as the corrido ("La casada infiel").
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Folk elements in Chavez's rhythms are particularly noticeable in 

the triplet figures, repeated bass patterns, and guitar-like 
accompaniments of almost every song. Off-beat accents, hemiola, and 
two-against-three are also characteristic of Latin-American songs and 
danceso

Chavez's harmonies combine Mexican folk music, Indian, and 
European elements* Parallel thirds are from the corrido and quartal 
harmonies from guitar tuning* Different tonalities occurring 
simultaneously may be an outgrowth of the folksong, in which the upper 
voices modulate while the ostinato bass remains the same* Chavez 
attempted to depict the ancient Indian in his music as well, and 

occasionally used pentatonic scales, which he associated with this 
extinct music*

He began his music studies by copying scores of Bach, Beethoven, 
and Debussy; therefore it is not surprising that European as well as 
nationalistic influences are apparent in his music* Impressionist 
effects are evident such as parallel sevenths and ninths, whole tone 

scales, stepwise motion, and movement by common tones* "North Carolina 

Blues" even has jazz influences*
"Rarely," the last song discussed, is more European than ethnic—  

perhaps Chavez had become less concerned with nationalism by 1975* In 
addition to its English text, the song exhibits few Mexican folksong 
characteristics, and is so chromatic that it sounds more like the pre- 

atonal works of Schoenberg.
Certain of Chavez's compositional characteristics are neither 

particularly European nor ethnic* His settings of the texts, for
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example, are usually through-composed. While he is judicious in 
adhering to the poetic accents, he is not especially concerned with 
programmatic settings. He prefers a lower tessitura and a less 
brilliant sound ("Rarely" is again a departure). He prefers linear to 
vertical writing, and his vocal lines are usually conjunct and more 
tonally oriented than the accompaniments.



X
CHAPTER 4

TEXTUAL AND STYLISTIC ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SONGS OF REVUELTAS

While Chavez wrote twenty-six songs over a period of fifty-seven 
years, Revuletas composed fourteen songs in ten years, eleven of which 

are included here. Those songs with piano accompaniment and available 
for study are:

"El tecolote," text by Daniel Castaneda
"Ranas," text by Daniel Castaneda
"Duo para pato y canario," text by Carlos Arniches y Barrera

Dos canciones
"Amiga que te vas," text by Ramon Lopez Velarde 
"Caminando," text by Nicolas Guillen

"Canto de una muchacha negra," text by Langston Hughes^

Cinco canciones de ninos, text by Federico Garcia Lorca 
"Caballito"
"Las cinco boras"

"Caneion tonta"

"Caneion de cuna"
"El lagarto"

Both "Tecolote" and "Ranas" were composed in 1931, but were not 

published until 1956 by Southern Music Publishing Company, Inc. Both I.

I. A Spanish translation is provided, probably by the composer 
himself.
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songs are set to texts by Daniel Castaneda,^ a fellow student in 
Chavez’s composition class. The two poems are from a group titled 
Motives Mexicanos (1930-35), and were published in 1951 as Acordes 
disonantes y otros poemas. The Mexican Indian is the subject of both 
poems o

’’El tecolote”
”E1 tecolote” by Daniel Castaneda

1 Y estaba late que late,
— Como quien nazca en un guiro—  
un corazon de ranchero, 
porque de amores discute 

5 su criolla con un jinete. . .
Vuelta y vuelta la pulsera 

de corules y chaquira,
Estaba— jura que jura—  
su criolla^ con un jinete

10 Y mientras late y late,
el corazon del ranchero, 
recuerda que es indio puro 
y solo espera, en desquite, 
que le cante el tecolote.

’’The Owl”
1 And he was shaken and shaken,

— Like one born in a guiro—  
the heart of a rancher, 
because of a lovers’ argument 

5 his Creole [lover gone] with a horseman. . .

2. Castaneda was also one of the authors of Instrumentos de 
Percusion (see p. 9).

3. Of Spanish origin (rather than Indian). Criollos(as) were 
held in higher social and political esteem than Indians.

4. Castaneda’s poem differs here; the original two lines read 
’’amores tras un mezquite, su criolla con un perjuro. . .”
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He twists and twists his bracelet 
of coral beads,
He muttered— curses and curses—
his Creole [lover gone] with a horseman

10 And while shaken and shaken,
the heart of the rancher, 
remembers that it is pure Indian 
and only hopes, with bitter satisfaction, 
that perhaps the owl will sing.

The text deals with the conflict between the lower class Indian 

and the upper-class criollo(a)— the rancher versus his lover and the 
horseman. The Indian has been robbed again of what is rightfully his. 
He feels anger, then despair, and finally resignation; his last hope is 

death.̂
Like Chavez's "Nocturna rosa," "El tecolote" is a rondo—  A B A '  

B A".^ Fig. 35 shows the refrain at its first appearance.

Fig. 35. "El tecolote," mm. 1-22

5. There is a Mexican superstition that an Indian dies when the 
owl sings: "Cuando el tecolote canta el indio muere; eso no es cierto, 
pero sucede."

6. The first A is without text.
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Fig. 3.5. —  Continued

Like Chavez, Revue Itas uses melodic motives to unify the song. In the 
first five measures he introduces all the motives used, labelled x, y, z 

in Fig. 35.
Characteristic of Revueltas— even more so than Chavez— is the use 

of large blocks of static sonorities and rhythms. For example, section 
a (Fig. 35) of "El tecolote," is in Ab major with an ornamented dominant 
pedal. But after Ab is established in the first five measures, there is 

no harmonic progression and only slight rhythmic variation until 

section B.
Another characteristic of Revue Itas*s songs is the independence 

of the vocal line from the accompaniment. The voice rarely is 
doubled by the accompaniment, and is frequently in an altogether 
different key, as in the B sections of "El tecolote."
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Co-moquiennaf^aniun gui- ro ____
Kasp-ing liki r̂nniit be-it/g *ka - km,-----

Un /  co - ra 
- gtr in

r-

z o o ------- de ran-che - ro.
flamtt___ tk* ran-eke - ro.

mol to dim.

Fig. 36. "El tecolote," mm. 23-33
Here the voice remains in Ab, while the accompaniment changes to E major 
with a dominant pedal.

The following chart includes formal, melodic, harmonic, and 
rhythmic characteristics in "El tecolote."
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1------------ -

Fbrma1
a B A' B ' I A ”

Section mm o 1-2 2 m m « .23-24 m m . 34-61 m m .. 62-71 mm o 7 2-87

Text no text lines 1-3 lines 4-9 lines 10-12 lines 13-14
-

theme of poem 
and song

Melody
motives y 
arid z in r »ho 
of piano

variation of 
x and z in 
vocal line

motives x , y 
z in voice 
and r o h o of 
piano;
development ^

variation of 
motives x, y , 
z

motives x,y,z 
in voice and 
roho of piano

Harmony

key of AbM 
alternating 
F/Eb in left 
hand function 
as ornamented 
dominant 
pedal

key change 
EM with dom
inant pedal; 
voice stays 
in A b ; dif- 
ferent key 
signatures; 
bitonal

return to Ab 
in piano, 
vocal line 
still in A b ;_ 
same key sig
natures ; same 
Eb pedal in 
loho as in 
section a

Eb with 
dominant 
pedal in 
piano; voice 
stays in A b ; 
different key 
signatures

return to Ab 
in both voice 
and piano; 
same key 
signature: Eb 
pedal; ends 
with open 5th 
— —Ab —Eb

Tempo 6 - Pbco meno mosso
Meter 

. Rhythm 8 . Prunning J $ 
hemiola, two 
agains t 
three, off- 
beat accents -

added J J? 
figure 
in piano 
development

6 9
8 8

■ ■

Fig. 37. Analysis of "El tecolote"
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"Ranas"
"Ranas" by Daniel Castaneda

1 Ranas:
Islas verdes
de las charcaso « „̂

Ocarinas
5 de las tardes,

caricatos de sirenas®
que hacen circo en el trapecio
del espacioe « „

Entre el silbo 
10 del carrizo

de las flautas
y el fagot del ahuehuete carcomido, 
cuantas 
quintas 

15 paralelas
van a dar a las estrellas. , »

Y que dulce disonancia 
— en vigencia
desde tiempos primitives—

20 nos anuncia
el amor entre las ranas!

Ranas:
Ocarinas 
y sirenas

25 de las charcaso . «

’"Frogs”

1 Frogs:
Green islands 
of the pondso • •

Ocarinas
5 of the evenings

croaking like fog-horns 
that swing on trapezes 
in spaceo » »

7 e Also Indians of the Inca Empire«
8© There are two mistakes in the text of the performing edition: 

carilatas appears instead of caricatos9 and silvo instead of silboc
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Between the whistling 
10 of the reeds 

like flutes
and the bassoon of the fallen cypress 

carcass, 
how many 
parallel 

15 fifths
will they raise to the stars. . .

And what sweet dissonance 
— existing
since primitive times—

20 announce to us
the love between frogs!

Frogs:
Ocarinas 
and fog-horns 

25 of the ponds. . .

The text of Castaneda's "Ranas” can be interpreted two ways. The 
poem is programmatic, describing frogs in the jungle. But because of 
the double meaning of the word charca, and the inference in line 19, the 
poem also suggests ancient Incan ruins. The poet— also a composer— even 
hints at how their music sounded— "how many parallel fifths will they 
raise to the stars?" (lines 13-16).

Like most of Chavez's songs, "Ranas" is through-composed. 
Revueltas prefers to use recurring motives for cohesion. Labelled 
a, b, c, d, the four short motives used in this song create a 

kaleidoscopic effect, and are shown here at their first appearance.
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Fig. 38. "Ranas," mm. 1, 5, and 7
Figure 38 lists motives a-d in the context in which they appear. None 

of the motives appear in the voice.

a b ' c ' d

mm. 1 ram. 5-6 m. 7 l.h. piano m. 7 r.h. piano
m. 7 in ram. 48-49 second ram. 19-21 mm. 52-54

diminution half of motive parallel exactly as in
in augmenta- octaves in m. 7 but

m. 13 same as 
m. 7

m. 23 first 
diad only- 
B -Bb

mm. 36-38 major 
ninth to dim. 
8 instead of 
aug. 8 to 
dim. 8

m. 49

tion piano

mm. 31-34 r.h. 
piano

repeated seven 
times

Fig. 39 Motives in "Ranas"
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Later in his compositional development, Revueltas expressed his 
nationalist sentiments by evoking contemporary Mexican folksongs and 
dances; the music of his heritage was an inherent part of his 
compositional process. In this song, however, written just after 
studying with Chavez, Revueltas used the pentatonic scale which he 
associated with the ancient Incas— exactly what Chavez did in El fuego 
nuevo and Sinfonia India. Measures 26-27 and 40-52 of the vocal line 
are based on the pentatonic scales F# A B D E and A B C# E F#, 
respectively.

Fig. 40a. "Ranas," mm. 26-27
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' P iu  lento

p  Y que d u l-ce  di - so nan -c ia  _  
tuck dvlc-tt dit - to - nan-eel_ _ _

En vi-gen-cia des-de tiem-pos a r i - m i  - ti  - vos, 
A t  v  -  rr chavg.ingtkxMtfi don a-get tong for -  got -  ten,

Nos a - nun - cia 
St til in-form * /

v  ^  ^  ^

El a-mor en-tre las ra  - nas._  
Of the j>at - tiont of the bull-frog!-

dim. t

P o co  piii lento

R a -n as  o -  ca - r i - n a s ,  
iull-frogti o - ea - ri - mat,

Y s i -  re-  nas
Croak.xng ti . rent,

Fig. 40b. "Ranas, "  m m .  40-52
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Other than the static sound of these pentatonic sections, there are no 
clearly defined tonalities.

Like Chavez, RevueItas paid close attention to the accents and 
inflections of the Spanish language. In "Ranas" he changes meter 
thirty-four times in fifty-four measures, a technique Chavez frequently 
employed. The triplet and quintuplet are important rhythmic motives 
(see Figs. 38, 40a and 40b).

"Duo para pato y canario"
"Duo para pato y canario," for voice and chamber orchestra, was 

composed in 1931. An arrangement for voice and piano was published by 
Southern Music Publishing Co. in 1962, with an English lyric by Roberto 
Ruiz.

"Duo para pato y canario" by Carlos Arniches y
Barrera

1 Cuando toca para que baile la foca,
Se disloca con la boca en la oca, 
oca, oca en la oca, oca, oca, ocarina,
Cato remientres movidas, salva vidas,

5 Con borrasca sibilina.
Y una cuatro con un salto de caballo de ajedrez, 
para empezar otra vez.
Cato, rato, reto, reno,
re mi do re mi fa sol la si si-bemol,

10 do mi sol, tornasol bajo la chispa del sol.
Cuando danza la esperanza 
Con el fiel de la balanza,
Traspasando los tejidos de la panza 
En la lonta, lonta, lonta,

15 En la lonta, lontananza
Va cubriendose el paisaje de tisu,
Klo, kla, klu, belcebtf, 
a e i o u



20,
Porque el burro sabe mas, mucho mas 
ademas, proque sabe mucho mas que tu« 
Para la doncella flaca, phytolaca^ 
Receta de homeopatia.
Para el violinista obeso,
Miel y queso sobre el pan de la alegria,

25 Y el espasmo rubicundo del segundo, 
Desdoblado en carcajada 
Sobre el mundo en desbandada,
Que se aleja, mal jinete,
Sobre el rocin matasiete 

30 Que surgi<? de Los abismos de la nada.

"Duet for a Duck and a Canary"
1' When he plays so the seal can dance,

He dislocates with his mouth in the goose,
Goose, goose in the goose, goose, goose, ocarina, 
Cat you tell bold-faced lies, save lives,

5 With a sybilline storm.
And a quartet with a leap of a judge's horse, 
To start again.
Cat, while,
D E C D E F vt^ ^ ^ u ,
C E G, sunflower beneath the spark of the sun.

challenge, reindeers 
F G A B  Bb,9 10 11

When hope dances 
With the faith of the judgement 
Crossing fabrics of the paunch 
In the (far), (far), (far),^

15 In the (far), far away
Goes covering the landscape of tissue, 
Klo, kla, klu, Beelzebub, 
a e i o u

9. A pun on the Latin spelling; ph does not exist in Spanish; 
should be spelled fitolaca,

10. The fixed dn is used in Mexico; therefore pitch names are 
given instead of solfege syllables.

11. Nonsense syllable— the first part of lontananza.
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Because the donkey knows more, much more,
20 Furthermore, because he knows much more than you. 

For the skinny maiden, botany 
Recipe for homeopathy,^
For the obese violinist,
Honey and cheese spread on the bread of happiness.

25 And the rubicund spasm of the second 
Doubled over in a guffaw.
Over the world in disbandment 
That removes himself, bad horseman,
On the hack, braggart

30 That rose from the abyss of nothingness.

The text, by the Spanish poet and playwright Carlos Arniches y 
Barrera (1866-1943), is a stream of consciousness. Most of the text 

makes no logical sense and occasionally includes nonsense syllables and 
onomatopoeia.

Barrera's sarcastic, tongue-in-cheek text obviously appealed to
Revueltas's sense of humor. The composer's rendition is programmatic, 
through-composed, and amusing. The following are some examples of his 
text-painting.

pa - ra q u e b a i - l e  la 
dol-pKxn an' f a l - r u t  are

Cuan-do to - ca
Bovnc-\ng, prone - i»g,

Fig. 41. "Duo para pato y canario," mm. 8-12 12

12. A system of therapy using minute doses of medicines to 
produce the symptoms of the disease treated.
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In the preceding example, the grace note B and staccato in the treble 

with the accented C in the bass of the accompaniment suggest the seal 
"dancing.

de c a - b a - U o  d e a - je  
J * ’"? tkc Kort* andjtumf, tke

pa-raempe-iar o - tra

Fig. 42. "Duo para pato y canario," mm. 32-35 
The repeated pattern (bracketed) in m. 32 imitates the movement of the 

horse.

b o - U -s i si be-mol,
# c  U  « t  tifltt »i

do - mi-sol, 
do w» «>/re- m i  - do- re- m i

do rt mi

Fig. 43. "Duo para pato y canario," ram. 38-42 

The singer sings, unaccompanied, the pitches indicated in solfeo in the 

text.

13. Igou, in his dissertation, p. 260, calls this a "street- 
vendor 's theme."
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Fig. 44. "Duo para pato y canario," ram. 83-85 

The accompaniment in m. 83 jumps (surgio) two octaves, and the voice 
jumps from d" to a", the highest note in the vocal line.

For the singer, this is the most difficult of Revuletas's songs. 

The line is disjunct, as in "Ranas," but in "Duo para pato y canario" 
the singer is required to perform dissonant intervals, without piano 
doubling, at a faster tempo— "Allegretto" versus "Lento" in "Ranas."
Nor are beginning pitches or phrases given by the piano. The last ten 

measures lie high in the range— d"-a"— with no break.
Revueltas uses a whole tone scale for the opening phrase in the 

voice (see Fig. 41). Other non-diatonic sections include the following 

two chromatic passages.

©
Andantino

Cuan-do dan-za  l a e s - p e - r a n - z a  con el fiel de la b a - l a n - z a ,
N °y* u  with tht o/tht tap-ling

Fig. 45a. "Duo para pato y canario," ram. 49-50



pas - mo wAu stemsAn jjart-neTt

des  - do - bla - doen  c a r -  ca - j a  - da 
hr U'ili ridr a -  stride a

cun - do del se 
/ v h  -  fty, eheest and tu n  - ny,

Fig. 45b. "Duo para pato y canario," ram. 76-78 
Melodic tritones appear frequently (see Figs. 42, 46a, and 46b).

Klo, kla,klu, bel-ce -bu, 
X 7 o ,  i / n ,  k lu , hide - a - fa n

de t i -  su,
in the hint,

Fig. 46a. "Duo para pato y 
canario," mm. 56-57

l a a -  le-gri  - a. 
jul -  ly bul- lad*.

s»breel pan de 
hrer nuj stink and

Fig. 46b. "Duo para pato y 
canario," mm. 75-76
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Revueltas's sarcasm shows through with the tritone in mm. 75-76 on the 
word "happiness." The rhythm and tempo of this song vary a great deal: 
the meter changes forty-five times in eighty-seven measues,^ and the 

rhythm moves from eighth-note triplets to sixteenth notes, to sixteenth- 

note triplets. Off-beat accents and syncopation also characterize "Duo 
para pato y canario" (see Fig. 47a and 47b).

Fig. 47a. "Duo para pato y Fig. 47b. "Duo para pato y
canario," mm. 25 canario, m. 13

"Dos canciones
In 1937, RevueItas composed "Amiga que te vas" with text by Ramon 

Lopez Velarde, and "Caminando" with text by Nicolas Guillen. The two 

songs were published posthumously by Editorial Cooperative Inter- 
americana de Compositores in Montevideo, Uruguay in 1946, under the 
title Dos canciones. A dedication reads: "Homage from the members of 
the Interamerican Editorial Cooperative of composers to its comrade 
Silvestre Revueltas [who] died in Mexico, D. F. 5 October 1940."

Chavez's Dos canciones were published twelve years after 14

14. Frequent change of meter is typical of both Chavez and 
Revueltas.



Revueltas’s Dos cancioneso It is not likely that Chavez conceived 
"Todo" and "North Carolina Blues" as a set of two songs— they were 
written eight years apart; therefore, it is possible that Chavez 
"borrowed" the idea for the title from RevueItas, especially since the 
text of the first song in each is by Ramon Lopez Velarde*

"Amiga que te vas"
"Amiga que te vas”

("Si soltera agonizes") by Ramon Lopez Velarde

1 Amiga que te vas: 
quiza no te vea mas•

Ante la luz de tu alma y de tu tez 
fui tan maravillosamente casto 

5 cual si me embalsamara la vejez*

Y no tuve otro arte
que el de quererte para aconsejarte*

Si soltera agonizas,
iran a visitarte mis cenizas*

10 Porque ha de llegar un ventarron
color de tinta, abriendo tu balcon.
Bejalo que trastorne tus papeles, 
tus novenas, tus ropas, y que apague 
la santidad de tus lamparas fieles* * *

15 No vayas, encogido el corazon, 
a cerrar tus vidrieras 
a la tinta que riega el ventarron*

Es que voy en la racha 
a filtrarme en tu paz, buena muchacha.

"Friend That You Might Leave"
1 Friend that you might leaves 

perhaps I'll see you no more
Before the light of your soul and of your skin 
I was so marvelously chaste 

5 as if old age were to embalm me*
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And I had no other art
but that of loving you in order to advise you*
If you are unhappy alone, 
my ashes will visit you.

10 Because there is to arrive a windstorm, 
the color of ink, opening your window.
Let it upset your roles,
your prayers, your attire, and that it might 

extinguish
the Holiness of your faithful lamps. . .

15 Don't go with a shrunken heart, 
closing your (glass) windows 
to the ink that is rained by the storm.
I go in the wind
To filter me in your peace, good maiden.

"Si soltera agonizas" is from Lopez Velarde's collection El Son del 

Corazon, published posthumously in 1932. As both songs are settings of 
the same poet, it is not surprising that the themes of "Amiga que te 
vas" and "Todo" are similar— flesh versus spirit, reflecting the poet's 
Catholic background. While "Todo" deals with various aspects of the 

poet's spiritual struggle, "Amiga que te vas," much shorter, focuses 
and develops one idea from "Todo" (see lines 20-22 of "Todo"). "Amiga 

que te vas" is a love song, but the object of the poet's serenade is 
unattainable. He imagines a "windstorm upsetting her prayers, her 
attire, her Holiness" (text lines 10-13).

Like "Todo," "Amiga que te vas" is through-composed, with three 
distinct sections— A, B, C. Section A (mm. 1-39) is marked Lento and 

the accompaniment is so repetitive that it serves as an ostinato.



Lento

Piano

poco pill

F u i  l i o1u ml . m i  y  d e  t u

lempre "Pf dim .

Fig. 48. "Amiga que te vas," mm. 1-17
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Section B (mm. 40-67) is molto agitato, fff. The accompaniment changes 
to the pattern below— text painting for the windstorm described in text 

lines 9-14.

C o  .

i ----

Fig. 49. "Amiga que te vas," mm. 43-45 

Section C (mm. 68-83) returns to a slow tempo— Lento— and a more static 

accompaniment.
Similarities exist which suggest that, since "Amiga que te vas" 

was written three years after "Todo," Revueltas may have been influenced 
by Chavez's version. For example, there are chant like sections in the 
two songs— syllabic, repeated eighth notes— which refer perhaps to 
Velarde's Catholicism. See mm. 103-105 of "Todo" (Fig. 29) and mm. 68- 
75 of "Amiga que te vas" (below).
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&
Lento

N o  v i ji .  d o  el A c e  .

Ad lib.

Fig. 50. "Amiga que te vas," mm. 68-75 
The vocal lines of both songs are also very similar— conjunct, low 

tessitura and narrow range, little rhythmic variance. Differences 
between the two songs occur, too. Chavez's quick tempo and pianistic 

accompaniment contrasts with Revueltas's style brise accompaniment, 
which suggests the traditional Mexican instrument of the serenade— the 
guitar. Since the composer relies on blocks of static sonorities, the 
song does not "progress." It is possible to consider A minor as a tonal 

center. The key signature is without sharps or flats (not unusual, 
however), and the accompaniment in Fig. 48 suggests A minor with a 

whole-tone cluster chord as ornamentation. This sonority becomes the 
basis for the accompaniment in the other sections as well. The
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opening vocal line also implies A minor, especially with the leading 
tone in mm. 5 and 6. In mm. 23-34 the vocal line is in C Major (the 
relative major of A minor).

ve_p - tro

Fig. 51. "Amiga que te vas," mm. 23-34 

In the B section, the vocal line outlines C minor, over an accompaniment 
of cluster chords (see Fig. 49). Finally, the song ends in A minor.
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Lento

.  che.B u t  -

Fig. 52. "Amiga que te vas," mm. 79-83
"Caminando"
"Caminando" by Nicolas Guillen

1 Caminando, caminando, 
caminando!

Voy sin rumbo caminando, 
caminando;

5 voy sin plata caminando, 
caminando;
voy muy triste caminando, 
caminando!
Esta lejos quien me espera,

10 caminando;
quien me busca esta mas lejos, 
caminando;
y ya empene mi guitarrra, 
caminando!

15 Ay,
las piernas se ponen duras, 
caminando;
los ojos ven desde lejos, 
caminando;

20 la mano agarra y no suelta, 
caminando.

A1 que yo coja y lo apriete, 
caminando,
ese la paga por todos,

25 caminando.



A ese, le parto el pescuezo, 
caminando;
y aunque me pida perdon9 
me lo como y me lo bebo,

30 me lo bebo y me lo como, 
caminando, 
caminando, 
caminando!

"Walking"15
1 Walking, walking, 

walking!
I go without noise walking, 
walking;

5 I go without silver walking, 
walking;
I go very sad walking 
walking!

Whoever waits for me is very far,
10 walking;

whoever looks for me is very far, 
walking;
and I’ve already pawned my guitar, 
walking!

15 Ay,
my legs are getting stronger, 
walking;
my eyes see from far off, 
walking;

20 my hand grasps and doesn’t loosen, 
walkingo

That which I haul along with difficulty, 
walking,
pays for everything,

25 walking.
[To this] I split apart its neck, 
walking;
and even though it begs my pardon,
I eat it and I drink it,

30 I drink it and I eat it, 
walking, 
walking, 
walking!

15o Also journeying, travelling.
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Nicolas Guillen (1902- ) is a Cuban black. His first poems were
published in 1920, while he was a student at the University in Havana. 
Shortly thereafter his poems began to reflect his interest in Caribbean 
black culture, and he became known as an Afro-Cuban poet. Contact with 
the American Langston Hughes (see p. 96) in 1930 inspired his collection 
titled "Motives de Son" in which he used rhythms of Afro-Cuban dance. 
"Caminando" is a son from the collection Cantos para soldados y sones 
para turistas, Mexico, 1937. In reaction to the Spanish Civil War, 
Guillen wrote the poem "Espana" in 1937, the same year that Revue It as 
protested fascism in Spain. It is possible that RevueItas met Guillen 
in Spain, since it was that year that he set "Caminando" to music, and 
the following year that he used Guillen's text as the inspiration for 

his most mature symphonic work— "Sensemaya."
"Caminando" is based on the rhythm of the word caminando (short, 

short, long, long). Except for line 15, this rhythm never varies. Like 
the two poems by Villaurrutia,*^ part of the text is used as a focal 

point; here it is the word caminando.
RevueItas's concept of basing an entire piece on one idea, which 

can be seen in his early works and which is highly developed in 
"Sensemaya," is apparent in "Caminando." Except for three two-measure 

breaks in the pattern, the entire song is a set of variations over an 

ostinato bass. (See mm. 1-4 below.)

16. "Nocturna rosa" and "North Carolina Blues." Note that the 
second song of Chavez's Dos canciones is by Villaurrutia; "Caminando" is 
the second song of RevueItas's Dos canciones.
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Q
Moderato

B A R IT O N O

Fig. 53. "Caminando," ram. 1-4
The only time this bass varies (and then minimally) is when the voice 
sings "caminando," as if to punctuate the end of the phrase (see also 
Fig. 55).

"Caminando" is the only known song by Revueltas which is written 

in the bass clef and marked specifically for baritone. To emphasize the 
recurrence of the word caminando, he has assigned a specific melodic 
(and rhythmic) motive to that word— similar to Chavez's setting of 
"Nocturna rosa." The piano part is secondary to the vocal line except 
for a countermelody which appears five times— mm. 45, 49, 61, 65, and 
78. Following is the countermelody at its first appearance.

Fig. 54. "Caminando," mm. 45-47
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An example of the composer's occasional tongue-in-cheek writing style, 
the countermelody is actually a type of corrido melody.

The song is in the key of F major, with continuous tonic and 
dominant pedals in the bass. RevueItas uses dissonance as 

ornamentation, to heighten the effect of the return to the consonant 
tonic. In the example below, Ab Gb Bb D act as ornamentation.

t i - e l  -  - d o ,

Fig. 55. "Carainando," ram. 5-6

In Fig. 56, parallel octaves descend chromatically to an F major chord.

Fig. 56. "Carainando," mm. 44-45
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The rhythmic motive which serves as the unifying element of the song is 
J or (caminando): in Fig. 56 it occurs in the right

hand of the piano, and in the voice and accompaniment in Fig. 55. The 
"caminando" motive is usually accompanied by the off-beat rhythm of the 

pedal points in the bass (see Figs. 53-56, the C in the bass).

"Canto de una muchacha negra"
"Canto de una muchacha negra" was composed in 1938 and published 

in 1948 by Edward B. Marks Music Corp. Revueltas wrote this song using 
a Spanish translation (presumably his own) of Langston Hughes's poem.
In order to preserve the accuracy of both languages, the editors printed 

two separate vocal lines. (See Appendix A, Revueltas No. 6.)
The striking similarities of the unusual subjects of Chavez's 

"North Carolina Blues" (1942), and Revueltas's "Canto de una muchacha 
negra" (1938), suggest that Chavez was influenced by Revueltas in his 
choice of text.^

"Canto de una muchacha negra" 
(translation by Silvestre Revueltas?)
1 Alla lejos, en el sur,

(Se me parte el corazoh)
Colgaron a mi amante moreno 
de una rama del camino.

5 Alla' lejos, en el sur 
(cadaver balanceante)
Pregunte al bianco senbr Jesus 
de que servia la oracion.

17. Note that Villaurutia's "North Carolina Blues" was dedicated 
to Langston Hughes. See p. 54.
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Alls' lejos9 en el sur ̂
10 (se me parte el corazon)

El amor es una sombre desnuda
Suspensa en un arbol desnudo y retorcido*

"Song for a Dark Girl" 
by Langston Hughes

1 Way down South in Dixie 
(Break the heart of me)
They hung my black young lover 
to a cross roads tree.

5 Way down South in Dixie 
(Bruised body high in air)
I asked the white Lord Jesus 
what was the use of prayer.
Way down South in Dixie 

10 (Break the heart of me) 
love is a naked shadow 
on a gnarled and naked tree.

The poet Langston Hughes (1902-67) was a black American from
Missouri. His father left the family to live in Mexico, where Langston
spent the year 1920. In 1934, Langston Hughes again lived for a year in
Mexico. In 1937, he served as a correspondant for the Baltimore Afro-
American in Spain— the same year that Revueltas and the Cuban poet
Nicolas Guillen were there. It is possible that Revueltas met Hughes in
Spain: the following year he set to music "Song for a Dark Girl" from
the collection Fine Clothes to the Jew. The three stanzas of this short
poem— based on racial tragedy in the South— begin with the same line,
and with the same two lines for stanzas one and three:

Way down South in Dixie 
(Break the heart of me)

The form of the poem is A A f A".
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In the song, Revueltas alters the form to A A' B. Although the 
last verse is similar to the first two, it varies enough to be labelled 
B.

In sections A and A* (mm. 1-20), the vocal line moves back and 
forth from high to low to set off the parenthetical phrases of text 

lines 2, 6, and 10 (see Fig. 57). In section B, the first two lines of 
text are very low in the vocal register— g-c1— and the last two are in 
the middle register— a'-eb". The repeated notes lend a mournful, 
chantlike (monophonic, free-rhythm) quality to the vocal line.

"Canto de una muchacha negra" is an extreme example of 

Revueltas's use of a particular sonority as a motive within static 
blocks of sound. As in "Amiga que te vas," the entire piano part of 
"Canto de una muchacha negra" is based on the opening chord. Perhaps 

more aptly described as a particular sonority, this chord is used as a 
unifying motive, which appears in all but seven measures.

Fig. 57. "Canto de una muchacha negra," mm. 1-10
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(Seme p ir-tee lco- re-zon__) Col - ga-rona nu»-man-te mo .

T h e y  b u n g  my b la c k  y o u a g  lor-ei___( B r e ik  th e  h e a r t  of m e _ _ )

aW 111 t or ;

deu-na ra -m ad e l ca- mi

To a cros* roads

Fig. 57. —  Continued

Above this stark sound, the vocal part outlines an A diminished seventh 
chord in the first phrase, and an A diminished triad in the remainder of 

the song.
The rhythm of the vocal line is based entirely on the textual 

rhythm of each language, hence significant differences in the rhythms of 
the two vocal lines. Conversely, the accompaniment is based on endless 
repetition of the same chord, and has virtually no rhythmic variation 

(see Fig. 57).
With little more than the sustained dissonance of two chords, 

Revueltas has created a surprisingly effective piece.
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,fCinco canciones de ninos"
f,Cinco canciones de ninos,n written in 1938, is a cycle of five songs 

with text by Federico Garcia Lorca:
"El caballito"
"Las cinco boras"
"Cancion tonta"^®
"Cancion de cuna"
"El lagarto"

The cycle was published by Go Schirmer, Inc. in 1945.^^

The texts of these five songs are from the collection 
Canciones y poemas para ninos (Songs and Poems for Children by Lorca.

"Caballito"
"Caballito" by Federico Garcia Lorca

1 Caballito que uncido al carro corres 
Caballito que uncido al carro corres 
Dime tu para que brille, dime tu.

Caballito que uncido al carro corres
5 Caballito que uncido al carro corres 

Dime tu para que brille tu pelo tanto.

^Como te la compones?
Lome sudando, sudando, sudando.

1 Little horse, yoked to your cart, running 
Little horse, yoked to your cart, running 
Tell me how you shine so.

18e The Schirmer score is incorrectly titled "Cancion tonto."

19o An orchestrated version of this cycle, with two songs added 
("Serenata" and "Es verdad") and scored for voice and chamber ensemble, 
is titled Siete canciones de Garcia Lorca. It was published in 1978 by 
Southern Music Publishing Co., Inc. and is available on a rental basis 
from Peer-Southern.
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Little horse, yoked to your cart, running 
5 Little horse, yoked to your cart, running 

Tell me how your coat shines so.
How do you do it?
Loins sweating, sweating, sweating.

"Caballito" is in binary form, as is the text, with the A section 
repeated. Lines 1, 3, 7, and 8 of the text correspond to musical 
phrases a, b, c, d:

4
r

• to que un - ci - do al ca - mo eo -Ca - ba - Hi
Lit - tie horse who runs so spright-Iy, draw- ing the cart,

r ite n v to

IX- tu  p a  - ro qua br* - lit,
Tell me why your coat shines bright-ly, Tell me why.

Fig. 58. "Caballito," mm. 6-12; mm. 23-32
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Mcno mosso (fua** U nto)

wtn U lo t com - po -
Come, tell me bow you do

r w e i t  -  m g ,

Fig. 58 —  Continued
The vocal line has a tessitura of b'-e" and moves in a gentle 

undulating pattern (see Fig. 58). The wave form of the melody line, 
with its ornamental grace notes, imitates the motion of the caballito. 

The song's high point occurs on the word como, as the poet asks the 
caballito a question. This is followed by an eighth note rest in the 
voice and piano— the only break in the song's ostinato accompaniment.

Harmonically the song is very straightforward, although it shifts 

from simple to ambiguous harmonies (see phrase D): it is in the key of A 
major progressing from 1—V per measure in phrases a and b, modulating in 

phrase C, and resolving to A in phrase D.
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The accompaniment in the left hand of the piano is an eighth-note 

ostinato pattern of one measure, with the right hand doubling the vocal 
line. The | meter, Allegreto tempo, and yR pattern, imitate the
rhythm of a trotting horse.

"Las cinco horas"
"Las cinco horas" by Federico Garcia Lorca

1 A la una, a la una
sale la luna, sale la luna.

A las dos, a las dos, 
sale el sol, sale el sol.

5 A las tres, a las tres,
sale el buey, sale el buey.
A las cuatro, a las cuatro, 
sale el gato, sale el gato.

A las cinco, a las cinco,
10 pega un brinco!

"The five hours"
1 At one, at one,

out comes the moon, out comes the moon.

At two, at two,
out comes the sun, out comes the sun.

5 At three, at three,
out comes the ox, out comes the ox.

At four, at four,
out comes the cat, out comes the cat.

At five, at five,
10 I jump up!

Revueltas follows the poem's form of ab, ab, ab, ab, ac— in the 

last line the clock strikes.
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t)  w
A  la u - na, 

One is strik -ing ,
- t -  . 1

L —

a la u  - na,
one is strik-ing;

, |

=» =>•
v  . i f

4ft M.

>  >
^  ^

f  -  fAL— T----- m-----f -----* ----

m ol to i t  ace. e m arc .

ta - le 
Moon is

l u  - -V rfo j
Clock strikes tw<ris - ing, moon is

las das, 
clock strikes two;

t a - l t t l  to l ta - le  el tol.
Sun comes through, sun comes through.

Fig. 59. "Las cinco boras," ram. 3-10
The composer's humor is apparent in his programmatic setting of

the poem: staccato octaves begin and end the song, to indicate the 

striking of the clock.



Allegro J.ue

br-in-CO.

3

Fig. 60a. "Las cinco boras," ram. 1-2 Fig. 60b. "Las cinco boras," m.

The vocal line is staccato throughout, like the ticking of the clock. 

The pattern of the vocal line is up-down, up-down in section a, and 

down-up, down-up in section b (see Fig. 59).

•a - /# tl $a ■ U ri buey.• lot tnt, 
clock s trik es three;

A  la* trts , 
Clock strikes three, Ox com es out,

Fig. 61. "Las cinco boras," ram. 11-14 

The voice "jumps" up an octave in m. 21 (section C).
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Presto

lat c i*  - co
five is strilc-m g. T h en

Fig. 62. "Las cinco boras," mm. 20-24 
Revue Itas adds interest with a countermelody in the right hand of the 
piano in the A sections, from mm. 11 to the end (see Fig. 61). Harmonic 
simplicity of the vocal line versus the accompaniment is evident in this 
song: the vocal line is clearly in G major for the entire song, while 
the accompaniment is not as straightforward and appears to be in a mixed 
mode of G major and G natural minor. The b sections, for example, have 
a raised third simultaneously with a lowered sixth (see Fig. 59).

The meter is | with a tempo marking of Allegro at the beginning. 
An increase in intensity and movement is effected with the addition of 
the countermelody in sixteenth's in m. 11, running sixteenths in the 
right hand of the piano in m. 13, fff in m. 19, and Presto for the last

four measures.



"Caneion tonta"
"Cancion tonta" by Federico Garcia Lorca

1 Mamâ o Yo quiero ser de ̂ plata- 
Hijo? tendras mucho frio«

Mama. Yo quiero ser de agua«
Hijo9 tendras mucho frio*

5 Mamao Bor dame en tu almohada e 
jEso si! jahora mismo!

"Silly Song"

1 Mama. I want to be made of silver«
Child, you'll be very cold*
Mama« I want to be made of silver*
Child, you'll be very cold*

5 Mamao Embroider me onto your pillow*
Of course! This very moment!

The form of this poem, and Revueltas's setting, is ab a'b* a"b"* 

The question and answer idea of "Las cinco horas" is more clearly 
delineated here by the dialogue between mother and child*

The continual stepwise rocking of the top voice in the 
accompaniment, conjunct movement of the vocal line, and narrow dynamic 

range— ppp-p— characterize this as a lullaby* To distinguish between 
mother and child, the composer has used only intervals of seconds for 
the mother's lines, which lie lower in the vocal range and are doubled 

by the piano* The child's lines are higher and rise as one's voice 

would when pleading*
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a  H;3o
i —

Voice
j r o  quit ~ re ter dt 

can t I be made of

Piano

tm -d rd j mm - 0A0  f r i  - o.
how cold you’d be feel-m g!• il-v e r? My child,

Fig. 63. "Cancion tonta," mm. 1-6
The only skip in the entire vocal line— a fourth in m. 13— occurs on 

Bordame. Until this point the child is pleading; here he is commanding

(bordame is the familiar command form of bordar).
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Fig. 64. "Caneion tonta," mm 12-14
"Caneion tonta" is in C major, but the vocal line avoids leading 

tones and cadence points and ends on the mediant. (Isolated, the vocal 
line sounds like G mixolydian.) The accompaniment sustains a G dominant 
pedal for mm. 1-4, 7-9, and 12-14 (sections a, a', and a"), while the 
right hand plays a slow trill on D-E. In mm. 5-6 and 10-11 (sections b 
and b')— the mother's negative response— Revueltas sets up conflict with 
harmonic tritones and diminished sevenths (see Fig. 63). Her positive 

response at the end of the song resolves on a C major chord.

t’B - #o /A  - Ac - re
T h a t I r ig h t a t th is  mo - merit___

Fig. 65. "Cancion tonta," mm. 14-16
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The Andante tempo adds to the lullaby character of the song. To 
aid the singer in differentiating mother and child, Revueltas has 
written retards at the end of every phrase and triplets to emphasize the 

mother's response (see Fig. 63).
"Caneion de cuna"
"Caneion de cuna" by Federico Garcia Lorca

1 Duermete clavel, que el caballo no quiere beber.
Duermete rosal, que el caballo se pone a llorar.

Duermete clavel, que el caballo no quiere beber.
Duermete rosal, que el caballo se pone a llorar.

5 Duermete clavel.
Duermete rosal.

"Cradle Song"
1 Sleep, flower, for the horse does not want to drink.

Sleep, rose-bud, for the horse is beginning to weep.

Sleep, flower, for the horse does not want to drink.
Sleep, rose-bud, for the horse is beginning to weep.

5 Sleep, flower.
Sleep, rose-bud.

Like "Caneion tonta," "Caneion de cuna" is also a cradle song.

The poem consists of only two phrases, and by assigning the letter a to 
the first line, and b to the second line, the formal arrangement would 

be ab, ab, a'b'.
Here is the same diagram of Lorca's poem with Revueltas's musical 

phrasing underneath, making the song binary:
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: a b:
: a a' :
: A :

: a b:
:b b' :
: A' .

a' b' 
b b 

codetta

Lorca 

Revueltas 
Overall Form

Fig. 66. Form of "Cancion de cuna"
!—

Duer-me - te cla - vei,_
Sleep^ny blos-som, sleep,

qu’el ca • 
For the

] J  J J

quel ca - 
For the

Duev-me-te ro - sal —  
SLeep,my rosebud, sleep,

b a -llo  no quie - re be • ber.-----------
horse of your dreams will not d r in k .--------

ba- Uo  te  po~m a l l0 - rar. _ 
horse is be-gin-ning to weep.

J J J ■

Fig. 67a. "Cancion de cuna," mm. 7-13
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V,

Meno mosso molto riten u to

r - r -r
Ihtr-r-me ■ te e la -v tl, quel ca - bo • Uo no quit - re bi - ber. 

For the horse of your dreams will not drink.Sleep, my blos-som ,sleep,

< mol to lega to m olto  r i t i  nuto

ZXirr-wv - te TO - » n l__
Sleep,my rose-bud,sleep,

. fu e l ca - ba - tto pom e a Uo - ror. _ 

.. For the horse is be-gin-ning to weep.

Fig. 67b. "Caneion de cuna," ram. 15-18

The vocal line is conjunct to maintain the lullaby quality of the 
song. Employing the ostinato principle, Revueltas assigns each voice of 
the accompaniment in section A only one note, which is repeated or 
sustained for thirteen measures (see Fig. 67a). The accompaniment in 
section A' follows the same principle with some variation (see 
Fig. 67b).
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Section A is in Eb minor, with dominant pedals in the left hand 
of the accompaniment. Section B becomes Eb major with an ornamented 

dominant pedal in the right hand of the accompaniment.

(g)

Meno mosso tnolto r i te n utor~s— 'I— f

i / f r' "=
I>ur~r-me - te clo-vel,__

Sleep, my blos-som, sleep,
f u e l  c d - ba - Uo n o  q u i t  - r e  be - b rr. 
For the horse of your dreams will not drink.

Fig. 68. "Caneion de cuna," mm. 15-16

The entire song might also be considered an extended dominant with
section A as V and section A ’ as I.

Section A is marked poco lento and section A' is marked meno

mosso. The song begins in changes to 2  at the meno mosso, returns to
3in m. 18, and to 2  in m. 19. Triplets appear in the second half of 

every phrase (see Figs. 67a and 67b).

"El lagarto"

"El lagarto" by Federico Garcia Lorca
1 El lagarto esta llorando.

La lagarta esta llorando.
El lagarto y la lagarta
con delantalitos blancos.

5 Han perdido sin querer
su anillo de desposados.
Ay, su anillito de plomo, 
j Ay, su anillito plomado!
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Un cielo grande y sin gente 
10 monta en su globo a los pajaros»

El sol, capitan redondo, 
lleva un chaleco de raso«

jMiradlos que viejos son!

15
jAy como Horan y Horan!
|Ay!, ray!, como estan .llorando!

"Mro Lizard"
1 Mro Lizard is crying«

Mrs• Lizard is crying.

Mr. Lizard and Mrs. Lizard 
with little white aprons.

5 They have lost, without wanting to, 
their wedding ring.

Ay, their little ring made of lead!
Ay, their little lead ring!

A big sky without people 
10 climbs as high as the birds in its balloon.

The sun, round captain, 
wears a satin vest.
Look at them, how old they are! 
How old the lizards are!

15 Ay! how they cry and cry,
Ay! Ay! how they are crying!

Although the title implies a humorous subject, the text of this poem is 

sad— the lizards are crying, they are old, and they have lost their 
wedding ring. The poem has no repetition except the beginning and 
ending couplets which, although not literally repeated, mean the same.

Revueltas designates a musical phrase for each of the first four 

couplets and then repeats it for the last four couplets:
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a b a' c a" b 1 a'" c1 
A A'

Fig. 69. Form of "El lagarto"
The differences in the repeated phrases are only minor rhythmic 
variations, determined by the poetic accents.

The vocal line stays in the low and middle range, proceeds in 
conjunct motion with few skips, and offers little variation. The right 
hand of the piano is a continuous ostinato figure; the most interesting 
melody occurs in the bass, shown here.

a tnrpo

Un ov# - lo fy-oruitj Jvn f m  - U
H ear - eo i» em p-ty aod cloud less, B ird s  arc ap -

Fig. 70. "El lagarto," mm. 17-20

As in "Cancion de cuna," "El lagarto" exhibits mixed modality—  

major and minor. Also like "Cancion de cuna," the right hand of the
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accompaniment serves as an ornamented dominant pedal for the entire 
song. In section A, the vocal line is in D minor over this A pedal 
(Fig. 71) until m. 12.

/A

g a r - to t t  - ta Uo - ran - do. La la  - g a r  - <o ##
Liz - ard , he is weep - mg, M is-sus Liz - srd, she is weep - ing.

Fig. 71. 
D major is then

"El lagarto," mm. 
established in mm.

4-6
12-16 (see Fig. 72).
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Meno mosso

lit - to eU p lo -w to f____
they were lend- en rings on - ly ,_____

Fig. 72. "El lagarto," ram. 12-14
A repeat of the entire section begins in m. 17. It is labelled A’ 

because of the text change and minor rhythmic variations. Again, mm. 1- 
11 (A) and 17-26 (A1) might be considered extended dominants, resolving 

to the tonic at the meno mosso (A) and molto meno mosso (A’) sections.
Revueltas's penchant for short rhythmic motives is seen here in 

the use of three eighth-note groups (see Figs. 70, 71, 72). The meter 
is ll except for two bars of at m. 9 (delantalitos blancos) and m. 26 
(vieios son los lagartos). Syncopation and off-beat accents enhance the

rhythmic interest. To emphasize the sad nature of the words, RevueItas
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has written molto rail, over Que viejos son los lagartos, and mol to meno 
mosso with a diminuendo to the end, over como Horan y Horan,,

Summary
While Chavez consciously set out to incorporate nationalistic 

elements into his music, RevueItas included them naturally» Everyday 

life in Mexico is inherent in his music, much as the United States is in 
the music of Ives.

RevueItas’s choice of texts consists of three Mexican, one Cuban, 
six Spanish, and one American poem. The themes of these eleven songs 
reflect various aspects of the composer's personality. His choice of 
"El tecolote," "Ranas," "Amiga que to vas," and "Caminando," shows his 
feeling for the Mexican populace, while "Cinco canciones de nines" and 

"Duo para pa to y canario" suggest his sense of humor and irony, and a 
love for children. "Canto de una muchacha negra" is an expression of 

despair and futility.
RevueItas never quotes exact folk melodies, but his songs are 

full of the melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic elements common to ethnic 

music.
Corrido-type melodies appear— as in Chavez's songs— in 

"Caminando" and "Amiga que te vas." But in Revueltas's music one can 
also hear street noises: vendors ("Duo para pato y canario"), children 
playing ("Las cinco horas" and "Duo para pato y canario"), and guitar 
music ("Caminando").
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The folksong rhythms that Chavez used also characterize 

RevueItas’s music— two against three, off-beat accents, hemiola, and 
triplets•

The ostinato, which Chavez employs frequently, is so important in 
Revueltas's music that it becomes the basis for a new structural concept 
in his works ("El tecolote," "Caminando," "Caballito," "El lagarto")-

Revueltas's music is more static harmonically than that of 
Chavezo Single sonorities will dominate entire pages ("Amiga que te 
vas" and "Canto de una muchacha negra")« Bitonal sections and 
dissonance-as-ornamentation are typical also of Revueltas.

Impressionistic elements are present occasionally: parallel 
motion in "Caminando" and the whole tone scale in "Duo para pato y 

canarioe"
Unlike those of Chavez, Revueltas's songs are not through- 

composed, and are frequently in binary form and/or variations on an 
ostinato theme* His settings are programmatic, with effective text 
painting. Some examples are the low, whispered parenthetical phrases in 
"Canto de una muchacha negra," the clock in "Las cinco horas," the wind 
in "Amiga que te vas," and the dialogue in "Caneion tonta."

While similarities exist in the songs of both composers, Chavez 
shows a greater influence of European composers, even though he 

consciously strove for a nationalistic sound. Revueltas, who was 
initially impressed with Chavez's music, was less influenced by



Europeans? and more spontaneous and authentic as a nationalistic

composer„



APPENDIX A

THEMATIC INDEX OF SOLO SONGS OF CHAVEZ AND REVUELTAS

Chavez
1. "Segador," text by Carlos Pellicer 

Copyright 1942, by G. Schirraer, Inc.

Tempo modcratoJjee
Voice

Ml tf  - f a -  dor, p a* m t d t
motion is rhytb-mi - cal.The reaper comes; his

oed poc h

2. "Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos," text by Salvador Novo 
Copyright 1942, by G. Schirraer, Inc.

120
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3. "Nocturna rosa," text by Xavier Villaurrutia 

Copyright 1942, by G. Schirmer, Inc.i

Cal mo • .

Voice
Yu him - A/r/< ha-blv de la TO - %n.
Of a robt- I hold di^-courte al • so;

Piano >ff xncoluvo

4. "La casada infiel," text by Federico Garcia Lorca
©  1960 by Carlos Chavez; Copyright assigned 1963 to Southern Music 
Publishing Co., Inc.

Alegre mederoto J K isz
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5. "Todo," text by Ramon Lopez Velarde
(c)1958 by Carlos Chavez; 1961 by Boosey & Co., Ltd. All rights 
reserved

Tempo guisto ̂  = m

CAN T O

So - no'm- Du - lo —  
Com - p o e t  o f  Hoop

te, _

6. "North Carolina Blues," text by Xavier Villaurrutia 
@1958 by Carlos Chavez; 1961 by Boosey & Co., Ltd.

Mederoto J .  so

CANTO
Ln N orth Co ro  -  li -  no 

M w th  Co-ro -  h - no
oi -  r e  noc - tur - no
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7. "Rarely," text by Percy Shelley
Unpublished; used by permission of Ana Chavez

C J 1 -

r a r f

■ w - -----

c O rr ■ r *+ ^ o u ,

= Hy- o  )

$  B  ^  -f—

y
k T >

m  - ^
- 4 = k #

7̂

Revueltas
1. "El tecolote," text by Daniel Castaneda

(c)Copyright 1956 by Southern Music Publishing Co., Inc.

Allegro m oderno

Y e s  - t a - b a  la - te  que 
A  Atari it btai-ing ant!
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2. "Ranas," text by Daniel Castaneda
(c) Copyright 1956 by Southern Music Publishing Co., Inc.

3. "Duo para pato y canario," text by Carlos Arniches y Barrera 
(c)Copyright 1962 by Southern Music Publishing Co., Inc.

Allegretto

pm ra que bmi- le la
d+l-fAm mm' mmJ-nu art

I
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4. "Amiga que te vas," text by Ramon Lopez Velarde
(c)1946 Institute Interamericano de Musicologia, Montevideo

5. "Caminando," text by Nicolas Guillen ^
©1946 Institute Interamericano de Musicologia, Montevideo

Moderate
B A K T O N O  p r
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6. "Canto de una muchacha negra," text by Langston Hughes 
(5 ) 1948 y by Edward B. Marks Music Corp.

Q u*ai r e e i ts n d o

Volee

Qmsel reeliABio

7. "Caballito," text by Federico Garcia Lorca 
Copyright by G. Schirmer, Inc.

Plano



8. "Las cinco boras," text by Federico Garcia Lorca 
Copyright 1945, by G. Schirmer, Inc.

Allegro J . im

Voice

One le etrlk-lng,

molto tiacc. e

9. "Caneion tonta," text by Federico Garcia Lorca 
Copyright 1945, by G. Schirmer, Inc.

Voice
y e  f w e - f e  mr  d #
east I be made of
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10. "Caneion de cuna," text by Federico Garcia Lorca 
Copyright 1945, by G. Schirmer, Inc.

Poco lento J
Voice

Ihtir-wu-U aim -  ml.
Seep^ny Woe-eom, H eep ,---------  For the

J J J j::

11. "El lagarto," text by Federico Garcia Lorca 
Copyright 1945, by G. Schirmer, Inc.



APPENDIX B
THE VISITORS, BY CHAVEZ

Chavez's only opera is unpublished* A discussion of it is 
included here because it is an unknown source of repertoire for most 
singers* An engraved piano-vocal reduction in three volumes with 
English text is in the Library of Congress in Washington, D*C*

It was first performed under the title Panfilo y Lauretta, was 
later changed to El amor propiciado (Love Propitiated), and finally 
became The Visitors* The version in the Library of Congress is probably 

the earliest, since it is titled Panfilo y Lauretta*
The opera was commissioned on 12 May 1953 by Lincoln Kirstein, 

president of the Ballet Society and director of the New York City Center 
of Music and Drama. It was to have been called The Tuscan Players, with 
the same libretto as Stravinsky's Rake's Progress by Chester Kaliman and 
W« H* Auden* The final version of the libretto, however, differs 

markedly from Rake's Progress, and Chester Kallman is the only 
librettist, with a Spanish translation by Noel Lindsay and E* H.

Moncada*
The Visitors was sung for the first time at Columbia University 

on 9 May 1957 in New York under the direction of Howard Shanet and with 
singers Sylvia Stahlman, Frank Porretta, Craig Timberlake, Mary 

McMurray, and Thomas Stewart, Two years later it was given in Mexico 
City* References indicate that the opera was not well received in

129
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New York, perhaps because it "was unequal to the composer's 
conceptiono"^ I found no evidence to suggest that it was performed 
elsewhere-

Following is a list of characters, a reproduction of the 
contents, and a brief plot summary:

Panfilo y Lauretta  ̂takes place in the courtyard of a villa in 

the Tuscan hills, in the fourteenth century- It is allegorical, three 
plays within a play in which the characters perform several roles, as 

follows:

Soprano Lauretta (also
Contralto Elissa (also
Tenor Panfilo (also
Baritone Dioneo (also
Bass Chorus Leader (also

Psyche, Magdalen, Eve) 
Venus, Procuress, Lilith) 
Cupid, Centurion, Adam) 
Prologue, Sadducee, Satan) 
Monk, Luxury, Physician)

CONTENTS:

Act I Page

Prologo Chorus and Leader of the Chorus 1
Aria Panfilo 11
Recitative Panfilo and Laurretta 14
Aria Lauretta 17
Recitative Lauretta, Elissa, and Panfilo 23
Aria Elissa 25
Terzetto Lauretta, Elissa, and Panfilo 31
Coro interno/scena Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, Dioneo, and Chorus 40
Recitativo Dioneo 43
Duetto Psyche, Venus, Cupid, and Dioneo 57
Coro interno/scena Psyche, Venus, Cupid, Dioneo, and Chorus 60
Finale Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, and Dioneo 69

1- Herbert Weinstock, "About Carlos Chavez: Some Notes and 
Thoughts on an Unfinished Career," Tempo (1959) :15-

2- I shall use the title which appears on the Library of 
Congress Manuscript-
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Act II Page
Prologo Chorus ' 74
Quartette Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, and Dioneo 78
Dialogo Dioneo and Monk 81
Madrigale Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, and Dioneo 85
Aria Monk 95
Recitative Dioneo and Monk 101
Scherzo Magdalen, Procuress, Centurion, Sadducee,

and Luxury 103
Duetto Magdalen and Centurion 122
Recitative Monk 131
Dialogo Lilith and Satan 132
Dialogo Lilith and Adam 140
Dialogo Eve and Adam 143
Quartetto Eve, Liltih, Adam, and Satan 146
Finale Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, Dioneo, Monk,

and Chorus 149

Act III
Dialogo Dioneo and Physician 167
Recitativo Lauretta and Elissa 180
Terzetto Lauretta, Elissa, and Dioneo 182
Quartetto con coro Lauretta, Elissa, Dioneo, and Physician 187
Recitativo Lauretta, Elissa, Dioneo, and Physician 196
Terzetto Elissa, Dioneo, and Physician 199
Recitativo Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, and Physician 201
Aria Panfilo 204
Recitativo Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo,and Dioneo 210
Dialogo Lauretta and Panfilo 211
Dialogo Elissa and Dioneo 214
Recitativo Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, Dioneo, arid

Physician 220
Coro interno V

e quintetto Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, Dioneo,
Physician, arid Chorus 225

Pantomima Lauretta, Elissa, Panfilo, Dioneo,
Physician, and Chorus 231

The chorus begins by painting a bleak picture reminiscent of 
Boccaccio’s Decameron, of a world ravaged by plague* Four people have 
tried to escape but "body and soul can never be whole when they carry 
their own decay* Run, run, run *

3* Carlos Chavez, Panfilo and Lauretta, (Opera in Three Acts, 
3 voIs»), 26 April 1957, p* 8*
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The first play, "Cupid and Psyche," does not differ from the 
original myth— Venus, jealous of Psyche’s beauty, sends Cupid to destroy 

her, but Cupid falls in love with Psyche instead. Psyche, too-human and 
too-proud, makes a tragic error. Act I ends when the characters are 
overcome by the emotions evoked by their roles— Panfilo and Lauretta 
embrace as Elissa tries to separate them.

Act II begins with the "Play of Mary Magdalen." Madgalen 
(Lauretta) is brought by Luxury (the Monk) to be sold. Elissa serves as 
the Procuress who buys Magdalen for the Centurion’s (Panfilo’s) 

pleasure.
The third play is a variation of the Biblical version of Adam and 

Eve. It is Lilith (Elissa), Adam’s original mate, whom Satan (Dioneo) 
first tempts with the apple. Satan offers Lilith a soul if she will 
taste the apple and pursuade Adam (Panfilo) to share it. When Lilith 
refuses, Eve (Lauretta) enters holding a half-eaten apple. In the 
ensuing quartet Adam proclaims his love for Eve, while Eve, self- 
righteous, admonishes him for his relationship with Lilith. Lilith and 

Satan laugh— she at Eve and he at the stupidity of mankind. The play 
ends as Adam bites the apple.

The monk "staggers to the center of the stage, his eyes wild, 
clutching at his throat.*’̂ Lauretta says tonelessly— "plague." Bitter 

and hateful, the four shout insults at each other. (End Act II.)

4. Ibid., p. 160.
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The curtain rises on Act II on another courtyard of the villa. 
Lauretta asks for Panfilo, who has left. When the Physician tells her 
she is with child, she replies with horrified shock— "Then it was true! 
We lived! ' The lust, the hate were not mere seeming! Panfilo returns, 
bitter and subdued. Lauretta forgives and declares her love for him. 
They all realize their folly and are reconciled. They begin a replay of 
"Cupid and Psyche," but this time is is a commentary on love and 
immortality. The opera ends when the chorus, Psyche, Venus, and Cupid 
sing "Let tears, let laughter redeemed, recall man from his fall.
Forever after let Joy be all."^

The music reflects many of the nationalistic tendencies found in 
Chavez's other music— frequent tempo and meter changes, two against 

three, hemiola, syncopation, frequent use of ostinato figures, and 
parallel motion. The score also occasionally indicates indigenous 
instruments (e.g. Gran cassa, tamburo militare).^

While opera is perhaps not Chavez's best medium, Panfilo y 
Lauretta, or The Visitors, merits recognition. It certainly deserves 
mention as a contemporary opera by a Mexican composer.

5. Ibid., p. 199.
6. Ibid., p. 256.

7. Ibid., p. 231.



APPENDIX C

LIST OF CHAVEZ WORKS IN MANUSCRIPT IN 
THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY COLLECTION

The following collection of works by Carlos Chavez is presently 
located in the Music Division, Special Collections, of the New York 
Public Library located at 111 Amsterdam Avenue* Since the collection is 
still uncatalogued, the works are in no particular order and are 
contained in assorted cardboard boxes and manila envelopes*

Vocal Works
Canto a la Tierra

de Enrique Gonzalez Martinez 
(autograph) Febrero de 1946 
Canto y piano

Canto a la Tierra /
de Enrique Gonzalez Martinez 
(autograph) Febrero de 1946 
Canto y piano

Canto a la tierra
(voice and brass instruments)
(autograph) 1946

Canto a la tierra
(unison SATB chorus and orchestra) 
(autograph, no date)

La Casada Infiel 
"Romances"
(sketch, begins on A, no autograph)

La Casada Infiel, Romance de Federico Lorca 
(autograph) Octubre 1941 (begins on A)

134



A! Fredomec „ .[sic]
John Barbour (1320-1395)
(SATB a capella)
(autograph) 1942

Epistle 1974
(SATB with piano)
"To Be Left in the Earth" Archibald Macleish 
(autograph, no date at end)

Lamentaciones 1962
"Se ha perdido el pueblo mexicatl, , « "
(poet not indicated)
(autograph) Nov« 11-62
[ (scored for piccolo, oboe, voz, marimba (Teponoxtles), Bombo 

(Tlapauhcoheutl)]

Nokwic
(autograph) Ene 75 
(SATB)

Nonantsin, sobre una melodia tradicional
"Texto nahuatl tradicional y palabras sueltas" 
(autograph) 1972 Mexico, DoF*
(for a capella chorus SATB)
(translation and guide to pronunciation included)

North Carolina Blues (pencil)
original publicado mezzo (on cover)
(sketch— not complete) (begins on F)
(autograph) Die. 942

North Carolina Blues (pen/complete)
(Canto crossed out and mezzo-soprano/baritone inserted) 
Xavier Villaurrutia 
(autograph) Die. 942

La Paloma Azul, Canciones
Partitura para coro y Orquesta, 1940 
(autograph) Mexico, D.F. 1940

A Pastoral 1974 (autograph in beginning)
Nicholas Breton (1545-1626)
(SATB a capella, no piano reduction)
(no autograph at end)

Rarely 1974
(for SATB with piano)
(autograph) Die. 14-74



Rarely
para Canto y Piano
(autograph) Marzo 21-75 (transcription)

Three Nocturnes for mixed.Chorus a capella 
(autograph) 1942 
I "Sonnet to Sleep" Keats 
II "To the Moon" Shelley 

III "So We’ll Go No More a Roving" Byron

Tierra Mojada
Versos de Lopez Velarde
para Coro, un oboe, un Corno Ingles
(SATE)
(autograph) Mayo 1932

3 poemas para voz y piano 
poema de C* Pellicer 

"Segador"
Poesia de Carlos Pellicer 
(voice and piano)
(autograph) Sept» 11, 1938

"Hoy no lucio la estrella de tus ojos 
Poesia de Novo 
(autograph) Sept. 24-938

"Nocturna Rosa"
Poesia de X« V„
(autograph) Agosto 30, 938

Lopez Velarde 
Voz y piano 
(autograph) 1932-34

The Waning Moon 
Shelley
(SATB a capella, no piano reduction) 
(autograph) 1974

A Woman is a Worthy Thing
para coro a capella (SATB) 
anonymous 15th c«
(autograph) 1942

1.

2«

3o

Todo



Instrumental Works
Baile

Cuadro sinfonico 
partitura, orquesta 
(autograph), Enero

Baile Sinfonico
(piano reduction)
(date only) Enero 28-1953

Ciaconna Partitura 
Dietrich Buxtehude 
(autograph) 1937, Septiembre

Chaconne in em by Buxtehude9 arr„ by Carlos Chavez 
(score for large or small orchestra)
(autograph) 1937; revised, 1960

5 Caprichos, piano
(autograph) Feb» 3, Mexico-Caracas 1975-76
I (?)
II Lento M (?)
III Vivo
IV Adagio
V Mosso (?)

CLIO
Symphonic Ode
Commissioned by Miss (?) mattogg for the Houston Symphony Society 
(autograph) Novo 19-69

Concerto Bb de Antonio Vivaldi 
(for keyboard, sketch)

Concerto de Antonio Vivaldi 
(orchestration)
(autograph) 1943, Mayo 26

Concerto for 4 horns-Noy. 1964
"La primer a actuacion de 1937 fue destruida*,
Este es una nueva orquestacion"
(autograph) Nov. 1964

Concerto para piano
partitura para orquesta 
(autograph) 1938

Concerto for Trombone (vrs. 1)
(scored for tenor trombone and orchestra reduction)
(autograph) Enero, 77
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Trombone Concerto (marked original)

(orchestral version)
(autograph no date at end, beginning 1976) 
commissioned by Per Brevig

Concerto, violin and orchestra
(autograph) Mexico, Acapulco, Marzo-Julio 1950

Concerto, violin
(autograph) Julio 1950

4 Nuevo estudios, piano
Estudio I (autograph, no date)
Estudio II (autograph, no date)
Estudio III (autograph, no date)
Estudio IV (autograph, no date)

Los Cuatro Soles
para pequena orquesta 
"Sol de Agua"
"Sol de Viento"
"Sol de Fuego"
"Sol de Tierra"
(autograph) 1925

Preludes for Piano 
(autograph) 1937

Discovery
(piano reduction for chamber group, winds and strings)
(autograph) Taxco, Julio 10

Discovery for orquesta
Commissioned by the Cabrillo Guild of Music, and the Santa Cruz 
County Bi-Centennial Commission for the 1969 Cabrillo music festival, 
(autograph) Jul 10-69

Elatio
harp, strings, bassoon 
(autograph) Mayo 26-1967

Energia
partitura para orquesta

Feuilie D'Album, guitar 
(autograph) Die. 25-74

Invencion para piano 
(autograph) 1958
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Invencion III 

para arpa
Ab-B#-C#-D —Eb—Fb—Gb 
(autograph) 7 de Agosto 67

Obertura Republicana
Tres piezas mexicanas famosas arranged and orchestrated by Carlos 
Chavez
(for full orchestra)
"Chapultepec" Marcha Zacatecas by Senaro Codina (1851-1901) (sp«?) 
"Vais Club Verde" by Rodolfo Compodonico (1866-1926)
"La Adelita," folk song

Partita for solo Timpani .
"Praeludium" (autograph) Mayo 4-73 
"Allemande" (autograph) Mayo 4-73 
"Sarabande" Mayo 4-5-73 (no Courante)
"Giga" (autograph) May 6-73

Prometheus Bound
Aeschylus, trans. by RoCo Trevelyan
Cantata for chorus, soprano solo, Orchestra, Narrators 
(piano/vocal score)
(no autograph, but Chavez's handwriting)

Prometheus Bound
(Full score in 3 parts)
1
II
III

Quixote
(piano sketch)
(no autograph nor date)

Resonancias
(small chamber group of winds, strings, and percussion)
(autograph) Julio 27-64 Cuernavaca

Resonancias
para orquesta
(autograph) 1964 ^
commissioned by the Secretaria de Educacion Publica, Mexico, to 
celebrate the inauguration of the Museo Nacional de Arqueologia in 
Chapultepee

Siete pieces para piano 
1o Poligonos

(does not look like Chavez's signature) 1923
2 o 36

(autograph) 1925
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3e Solo for piano

(autograph) 1926 
4o Fox Trot

(autograph) NY Mayo 1928
5 e Blues para piano
6 ° Paisaje

(autograph) Para Ana (?) Franco* Oct 930 Mexico D.F. 
(only 12 bars long)

7 * Unidad
(autograph) Mexico, 1930

Sinfonia India
Partitura de orquesta 
(autograph) NY Dic-935, En-936

III Sinfonia 1951-1954 
Partitura
(autograph) Junio 24-54

IV Sinfonia
(piano sketch, no autograph)

Sinfonia V
piano reduction 
(autograph) Octubre 4-53

Sinfonia No* 6 
(no autograph)

El Sol, Partitura
Corrido Mexicano para coro y orquesta 
(autograph) Julio 1934, Revision 1945

Soli
por Oboe, Clarinet, Trumpet, and Bassoon 
(autograph) Mexico, Marzo 1933

Soli No* 2
for wind quintet 
(autograph) Marzo 4 de 1961

Soli No* 3
Partitura para Fagot, trompeta, viola, timbales y orquesta 
encargada por el Sudwestfunk de Baden-Baden 
(no autograph, but Chavez’s handwriting)

Soli IV
commissioned for the Hopkins Center "Congregation of the Hats" at 
Dartmouth College by Mario di Bonaventura, Music Director 
(autograph) 1966 Los Angeles-Mexicd



Sonante
para orquesta de arcos 
(autograph) Abril y Junio 74

Sonata por Cuatro Cornos 
Partitura 
(autograph) 1930

Sonata5 piano
(autograph) 1928, 5 Minetta St„ New York City

Sonata No, 6, piano ^
(no autograph, but Chavez's handwriting)

Sonatina, piano 
(autograph) 924

Sonatina, piano y violin 
(autograph) Mexico, 1924

Sonatina por VC y piano 1924
(autograph, red and green colored pencil) 924

Tambuco
for six percussion players 
"To Clare Booth Luce"
I Rasping stick, small (high) 

II Rasping stick, large (low) 
III metal rattle 
IV Clay rattle 
V Guiro small (high)

VI Sand blocks 
(autograph) 27 de mayo 1964

instruments

Toccata para instrumentos de percusion 
(autograph) 1942

Toccata para orquesta 
partitura
(no autograph, but Chavez’s handwriting)

Tres Espirales
para violin y piano 
Espiral I

(autograph) NYY, Enero 26-937 
Espiral II 
(no III)
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Tres estudios, piano 
Homenaje a Chopin
(title also appears as Cuatro estudios)
(autograph) Paris Oct» 1949 
(I missing)
II
III
IV

Tres Piezas, para guitarra 
(autograph) 1923

Variations for violin with piano
Commissioned by the Lincoln Center Fund for the Chamber Music Society 
of Lincoln Center»
(autograph) Mayo 28-1969

Xochipilli-MacuiIxochit1 
(2nd word crossed out)
partitura de Orquesta para instrumentos de los antiguas Mexicanos 
(autograph) 1940



APPENDIX D 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

baile n* dance; v, dance.
corrido n. a Mexican song historically related to the Spanish 15th- 

century romance, which is made up of any number of stanzas with the 
same music for each stanza, usually of four lines each with eight or 
more syllables in each line. The corrido Ais usually in triple meter, 
usually ends on the third scale degree, and is accompanied by a 
mariachi ensemble or guitar.

danzon n. Afro-Cuban dance in syncopated rhythm.
duelo n. grief, sorrow, affliction; mourning; effort, strain.
guiro n. scraper of Brazil, Cuba, and Mexico, made from the oval guira
gourd, with notches cut in the exterior and scraped with a stick.
huapango n. popular folk dance from the area near Vera Cruz, which 

combines ^ with ^ and g to create cross-rhythms.

huehuetle (old-old) n. generic term for drums of pre-Columbian Central 
America, still used today for a wooden, single-headed, footed drum.

Huicholes Nayaritas n. Nahuatlan people of the mountains between 
Zacatecas and Nayarit, Mexico.

jarabe n. popular Mexican dance form, in ^ meter alternating with
composed of short pieces played in a fixed sequence, which is usually 
in.the mixolydian mode with modulation to V and IV and related keys.

mariachi n. Mexican street band; a musician belonging to such a group; 
the music performed by a mariachi.

mestizo (a) adj. mixed; half-blooded (Spanish and Indian); n. person 
who is of mixed blood.

mesquite adj. or n. mesquite.
ocarina (goose-like) (sweet-potato) n. globular flute made of clay or 

porcelain with whistle head, eight firigerholes, and two thumbholes; 
modern organ stop.

perjuro (ra) adj. perjured; n. perjurer; perjury.
143
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romance adj„ Romance (language); ne octosyllabic verse with alternate 
lines in assonance; narrative poem in octosyllabic verse*

salsa (sauce) n* popular contemporary Latin dance in syncopated rhythm*

Seris Indians of the state of Sonora* Mexico.
son (sound) n* Mexican popular song with strong emphasis on

which alternates between 
piece of

2* and g meter; general term applied to 
instrumental music in double or triple meter*

words and 
any

teponaztli n» slit drum of ancient and modern South and Central 
America^ made of wood; use is now restricted to Central America*

tristamente adv* sadly,
Yaquis n« Taracahitian people of Sonora, Mexico*

Zandunga n« Mexican air in waltz time.



DISCOGRAPHY

Carlos Chavez

[Arbolucue] New Records Inc« 306 
Hamline Singers; Holiday

[arro Buxtehude-Chaconne<, e minor for Organ»] Victor 12340- in set M503 
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico; Carlos Chavez, conductor.

[Concerto, piano.] Westminster WST 17030
Eugene List, piano; Vienna State Opera Orchestra; Carlos Chavez, 
conductor.

[_____. ] RCA ARL1-3341
Maria Teresa Rodriguez, piano; New Philharmonia Orchestra; Eduardo Mata, 
conductor.

[Concerto, violin.] Columbia 32 11 0064
Henryk Szerying, violin; Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico;
Carlos Chavez, conductor.

[Los cuatro soles. Danza a Centeotl.] Columbia LS 1016 
Mexican Orchestra and Chorus; Carlos Chavez, conductor.

[Discovery for Orchestra.] RCA MRS003
Orquesta de la Universidad; Eduardo Mata, conductor.

[Five Piano Preludes (1,2,5,8,10).] RCA ARLl-3341 
Maria Teresa Rodriguez

[La Hija de Colquide.] Suite Decca DL 7512
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico; Carlos Chavez, conductor.

[Horsepower (HP) Suite.] Louisville Orchestra LS713 
Louisville Orchestra; Jorge Master, conductor.

[____] RCA Victor MKLA 65
Orquesta Sinfonica de la Universidad Nacional de Mexico; Eduardo 
Mata, conductor.

[Obertura Republicana.] Decca DL 9527
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico; Carlos Chavez, conductor.

145
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[_____ o] Musart MCD 3016
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico; Luis Herrera de la Puente* 
conductor.

[La paloma azul.] Columbia LS 1016
Mexican Orchestra dn Chorus; Carlos Chavez* conductor.

[_____ o] Columbia ML 2080
An orchestra of Mexican and American musicians* Carlos Chavez* 
conductor. *

[Piramide III* The elements; wind* water* earth* fire.] Columbia M 
32685
Ambrosian Singers and London Symphony Orchestra* Carlos Chavez* 
conductor.

[Piramide IV* General dance.] Columbia M 32685
Ambrosian Singers and London Symphony Orchestra* Carlos Chavez* 
conductor.

[Prelude in C.] Educo EP 3020 
Charlotte Martin* piano

[Sinfonia Antigona (Symphony no. 1)] Everest LPBR 6029
Stadium Symphony Orchestra of New York* Carlos Chavez* conductor.

[Symphony No. 1 and No. 2.] Victor 12337/9-in set M503
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico; Carlos Chavez* conductor.

[Sinfonia India (Symphony no. 2)] Columbia ML 5915
New York Philharmonic Orchestra* Leonard Bernstein* conductor.

[_______.] Columbia ML 5914
New York Philharmonic Orchestra; Leonard Bernstein* conductor.

[_______] Columbia ML 6514
New York Philharmonic Orchestra* Leonard Bernstein* conductor.

[_______.] DeccaJDL 9527
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico; Jose Pablo Moncayo* conductor.

[_______. ] Everest LPBR 6029
Stadium Symphony Orchestra of New York; Carlos Chavez* conductor.

[_______.] Forlane U19-3551
Philharmonic Orchestra of Mexico; Fernando Lozano* conductor.

[ _ _ _ . ]  Musart MCD 3017
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico* Luis Herrera de la Fuente* 
conductor.
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[Sinfonia Romantica (Symphony no* 4).] Everest LPBR 6029
Stadium Symphony Orchestra of New York, Carlos Chavez, conductor«

[The six symphonies.] CBS Masterworks 32 31 0001/ 32 31 0002
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico, Carlos Chavez, conductor.

[El sol. Corrido.] Decca DL 9527
Mexican Orchestra and Chorus; Carlos Chavez, conductor.

[Soli I, II, IV.] Col Odyssey Y 31534
Islas, Flores, Leon, Salomons, Van Den Berg, Zarzo-— chamber ensemble; 
Carlos Chavez, conductor.

[Sonata for Piano No. VI.] Genesis GS-1008 
Adria Ruiz

[Sonatina for Violin and Piano.] • MGM E3180
Anahid Ajemian, violin; Maro Ajemian, piano.

[ .] New Music Quarterly Recordings 1012
Mr. and Mrs. A. Lipsky.

[Three pieces for Guitar.] Musical Heritage Society MRS 1445 
Turbio Santos, guitar.

[Three preludes, piano.] Centro argentine) por la libertad de la 
libertad de la culture LP 501 
Jorge Zulueta, piano.

[Toccata for percussion.] American Society of Composers, Authors, and 
Publishers CB 186 
Roy Harris, conductor.

[ o] Boston Records B 207
[ o] Capitol P 8299
[ .] CBS-Chile MS 6447

Los Angeles Percussion Ensemble; Henri Temianka, conductor.

[_____ __.] MGM E3155
I. Solomon, conductor.

[_______. ] University of Illinois CRS 3
Illinois University Percussion Ensemble; Paul Price, conductor.

[____.] Urania 7144
Gotham Percussion Players; Paul Price, conductor.

[_____ __. ] Urania US 5314
Manhattan Percussion Ensemble; Paul Price, conductor.



-[Xochipilli-Macuilzdchitlo] Columbia LS 1016
Mexican Orchestra and Chorus; Carlos Chavez, conductor»

[______o] Columbia ML 2080 (Sponsored by the MOMA) ^
An orchestra of Mexican and American musicians; Carlos Chavez, 
conductore

Silvestre Revueltas
[Alcancias para orquesta.] RCA MRS-019

London Sinfonietta; Atherton, conductor»

[Allegro for Piano„] Da Camera SP 93106 
Alex Blino

[______ o] RCA ARLI-2320
New Philharmonia Orchestra, London; Eduardo Mata, conductor»

[Caneion, Allegro.] Centro argentino por la libertad de la cultura 
LP 501
Jorge Zulueta, Piano.

[ _ _ _ .  ] Educo EP 3020 
Charlotte Martin, piano.

i
[Cinco canciones de ninos.] SPA Records SPA-9

Jacqueline Greissle, soprano; Joseph Wolman, piano

[ _ _ _ . ]  Philips 00643R
C. Puig, tenor; G. Frid, piano.

[Cuauhnahuac.] Westminster WLAB 7004
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of London; Argeo Quadri, conductor.

[ ___ . ] RCA MRSA-1
New Philharmonia of London; Eduardo Mata, conductor.

[Danza geometrica para orquesta.] MRSA-1
New Philharmonia of London; Eduardo Mata, conductor.

[Homenaje a Garcia Lorca.] Capitol T 10083
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico; Luis Herrera de la Fuente, 
conductor.

[______ . ] MGM E 3496 (Pan American Music series)
MGM Chamber Orchestra; Carlos Surinach, conductor.

[_____ . ] RCA MRSA-1
New Philharmonia of London; Eduardo Mata, conductor.



[Itinerarieso] RCA ARLI-2320
New Philharmonia Orchestra, London; Eduardo Mata, conductor.

[______ .] Columbia CL 773
Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Dfrem Kurtz, conductor.

[ .] Musart MCD 3015
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico, Limantour, conductor.

[ _ _ _ .  ] RCA ARLI-2320 IMRSA-1
New Philharmonia Orchestra; Eduardo Mata, conductor.

[Musica para chalar.] Musart MCD 3022
Orquesta Sinfonica de Guadalajara; Limantour, conductor.

[La Noche de los Mayas.] Musart MCD-3022
Orquesta Sinfonica de Guadalajara; Limantour, conductor.

[ _ _____.] RCA MRS-021
Orquesta Sinfonica de Xalapa; Luis Herrera de la Fuente, conductor.

[Ocho por radio.] RCA MRS-019
London Sinfonietta; Atherton, conductor.

[ _ _ _ .  ] MGM E3155
Izler Solomon, conductor.

[Pianos.] MGM E 3496 (Pan-American Music series)
MGM Orchestra; Carlos Surinach, conductor.

[ _ _ _ . ]  RCA MRS-019
London Sinfonietta; Atherton, conductor.

[Ranas.] SPA Records SPA-9
Jacqueline Greissle, soprano; Josef Wolman, piano.

[Redes.] Louisville Orchestra LS 696
Louisville Orchestra; Jorge Master, conductor.

[____ __. ] Musart MCD 3017
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico; Luis Herrera de la Fuente, 
conductor,

[ _ _ _ . ]  RCA ARLI-2320
New Philharmonia Orchestra, Eduardo Mata, conductor.

[ .] Victor MRSA-1
New Philharmonia of London; Eduardo Mata, conductor.
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[El Renacuajo paseador <, ] RCA MRS-019
London Sinfonietta; Atherton, conductor»

[Sensemayao] Columbia ML 5914 (mono)
New York Philharmonic; Leonard Bernstein, conductor*

[______* ] Columbia MS 6514 (stereo)
New York Philharmonic; Leonard Bernstein, conductor,

[______* ] Forlane UM-3551
Philharmonic Orchestra of Mexico; Fernando Lozano, conductor,

[_____ ,] RCA MRSA-1
New Philharmonia of London; Eduardo Mata, conductor,

[_____ ,] REC MRS-003
Orquesta de la Universidad; Eduardo Mata, conductor,

[_____ , ] Victor 12-0470 (78 rpm)
Stokowski, conductor,

[_____ , ] Westminster 7004
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of London; Quadri, conductor,

[Siete canciones de Garcia Lorca,] RCA MRS-021
Orquesta Sinfdnica de Xalapa; Luis Herrera de la Fuente, conductor,

[Tecolote,] SPA Records SPA-9
Jacqueline Greissle, soprano; Josef Wolman, piano,

[Tres piezas para violin y piano,] MGM E 3180 (Pan American Music 
series)
Anahid Ajemian, violin; Maro Ajemian, piano,

[Tres sonetos,] MGM E 3496
MGM Chamber Orchestra; Carlos Surinach, conductor,

[Toccata, without fugue,] MGM E 3496 (Pan American Music series)
Maro Ajemian, piano,

[______,] RCA MRS-019
London Sinfonietta; Atherton, conducting,

[Two Little Serious Pieces,] MGM E 3496
Anahid Ajemian, violin; Maro Ajemian, piano; MGM Chamber Orchestra; 
Carlos Surinach, conductor.

[Two Songs, "Serenade" and "It is True,"] SPA Records SPA-9 
Jacqueline Greissle, soprano; Josef Wolman, piano.



[___ _ . ]  Philips 00643R
Co Puig? tenor; G» Frid, piano•

[VentanaSo] Louisville Orchestra LS 672
Louisville Orchestra; Robert Whitney, conductoro
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